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SANTA BARBARA, Calif. (AP) — A
brush fire fanned by gusty winds roared
down from the Santa Ynez Mountains
today, destroying expensive Spanish-
style homes and threatening businesses
in this picturesque coastal city.
Hundreds were forced to flee, and as
WIthrthe
Officials said the fire was man-caused,
but would not speculate whether it was
arson.
The blaze, which started shortly after
7 p.m. Tuesday night, raged out of
control in the northeast section of the
city, less than one mile from the city's
courthouse area and about two miles
from the Pacific Ocean.
Shortly before dawn, the winds which
had been blowing from the mountains,
behind the fire, shifted to a sea breeze,
raising worries that the fire might burn
back on itself and hit areas which
escaped the first siege of flames.
There were conflicting reports on
how many homes burned. The U.S.
Forest Service said at least 150 houses
had been destroyed and the blaie had
blackened 600 acres.
But Ken R. Bishop, a city fire
department spokesman, said the fire
had burned "at least 200 homes," many
costing at least $250,000 to replace. "We
will be lucky if that's all we lost."
There was only one reported injury,
but numerous persons were
unaccounted for.
"It happened so fast we don't know
how many people may be missing,"
Bishop said. "We do know there are a
couple of 8-or 9-year-old kids up there
unaccounted for. But there are
probably a hell of a lot more."
Anguished homeowners used garden
hoses to wet down their wood shingle
roofs as fierce winds blew a storm of
sparks and ashes ahead of the
advancing flames, which could be seen
more than 20 miles away.
Farmington Day
Slated Saturday
The second anrinaf Farmington-
Community Day will be held Saturday,
July 30, starting at 9:00 a. m. In event of
rain, the event will be postponed until
Saturday, August 13.
An all-day of entertainment has been
planned including a flea market,
country store, dunking board, bake
booth, concession stand, pet show, and
games for children.
State Senator Richard Weisenberger
of Mayfield is scheduled to attend the
event-Sor mars-information about the
Community Day persons may call 345-
2198.
PROCLAMATION PRESENTATION — Kentucky author and poet Jesse Stuart (center) is presented a framedproclamation designating Aug. 8 as Jesse Stuart Day in Kentucky in honor of his 70th birthday. Making the presen-tation to Stuart and his wife Naomi on behalf of Gov. Julian M. Carroll is Terry Maraver, commissioner of the Ken-tucky Department of Commerce. McBrayer and Stuart are both natives of Greenup County in Eastern Kentucky. Thepresentation was made at Murray State University, where Stuart is directing the Jesse Stuart Creative WritingWorkshop for the seventh year.
August 8 Proclaimed Jesse
Stuart Day By Gov. Carroll
Jesse Stuart Day in Kentucky has
been proclaimed by Gov. Julian M.
Carroll Aug. 8 in honor of the 70th
birthday of the world famous writer
and teacher from Greenup County.
A presentation of the framed
proclamation was made Tuesday at
Murray State University where Stuart
is directing the seventh Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing Workshop on the
campus.
Stuart's short story class in the three-
week workshop was interrupted for the
—short ceremony. Making the
presentation to Stuart on behalf of the
governor was Terry McBrayer,
commissioner of the Department of
Commerce and, like Stuart, a native of
fame not only to himself, but to his
birthplace of Kentucky for the past 47
years by writing, speaking, and
teaching in more than 90 nations..."
The proclamation noted that Stuart's
stories, novels, and poetry about
Kentucky and her people have been
translated into many foreign languages
and described him as a truly loyal and
enormously talented Kentuckian.
It concluded in proclaiming the day
-in honor of the lasting contributions
Jesse Stuart has made, not only to his
native state, but to the enlightenment
and enjoyment of his reader
throughout the world."
Stuart's class of about 50 students
gave him a standing ovation and he,Greenup County. obviously moved, responded simply:
McBrayer, after noting that his "It's hard for me to believe this— but I
mother was a high school student of thank you. And I thank all the teachers
Stuart's and that he grew up knowing in my past and my parents."
Stuart was a "close friend and almost a Stuart, Kentucky's Co-Poet Laureate
member of my family," read the for several years, has won numerous
proclamation, awards and has been recognized by the
_ —It calls Stuartne of America's.....—prestigious American Academy -o(
most prolific and celebrated writers" Poets.
and continues that he "has brought Many of his works, from scribbled
Vanderbilt Wins Safety Award
The National Safety Council has
announced that the Murray Division of
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation,
located at Murray has been presented
the Council's Certificate of
Commendation for its excellent safety
record. The award is presented only
where an establishment's record
satisfied rigid requirements laid down
in the Council's Award Plan for
Recognizing Good Industrial Safety
Records, a spokesman said.
Vincent Taylor, president of the
National Safety Council, in a letter of
congratulations to E. M. Shinners, vice-
president and general manager of the
Murray Division, explained that the
local plant qualified for the award
because of its injury-free period of
325,989 man-hours from December 25,
1972 - December 31, 1976.
James Johnson, executive secretary
of the Murray Chamber of Commerce,
acting on behalf of the National Safety
Council, presented the award plaque to
company and union officials in a
ceremony held at the local . plant
Tuesday afternoon. Those participating
in the award ceremony included:
officers of the Oil, Chemical, and
Atomic Workers Union Local 3-879,
Jimmy Tucker, president; Danny
Carter and William Nelson, vice-
presidents.
Company officials included vice-
president and general manager
Shinners; personnel manager Gene
Smith; production superintendent Paul
Kurz; production foreman Gene
Hendon; maintenance superintendent
Don Page; and chief chemist Don
Burke.
VANDERBILT WINS AWARD—The National Safety Council has recognized Vanderbilt Chemical Company's
Murray operation for its outstanding safety award. Attending the award presentation Tuesday afternoon were
union and company representatives of the local plant. The award was presented on behalf of the council by James
Johnson, executive secretary of the local Chamber of Commerce. Left to right, back row, are Gene Smith, personnel
manager; Don Page, maintenance superintendent; Gene Hendon, production foreman; Front row, Don Burke, chief
chemist; Ed Shinners, general manager and vich president Johnson; Jim Tucker, union president Danny Carter,
union vice-president and Bill Nelson, union vice-president.
Stall Photo by Mike Brandor,
riiraMtasI4C.InVInno*,,a,
notes to finished books, are housed in
the three-room Jesse Stuart Suite of the
Murray State library.
He conducted the first creative
writing workshop at Murray State in
1969. Students now study five writing
forms — novel, poetry, article, and
writing for children, along with the
short story. Five other successful
writers assist him as members of the
faculty.
An anthology of outstanding student




The Calloway County School Board
will meet Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the
board offices adjacent to Calloway
County High School on College Farm
Items scheduled on the agenda
include:
— a review of bids on re-roofing the
CCHS gym;
— the purchase of additional bus
tires;
— resignations and leaves, and:





and Convalescent Division has received
a Certificate of Recognition from the
American Hospital Association ( AHA
in acknowledgement of its efforts to
more effectively monitor costs.
The program involves the sharing of
cost and productivity data, submitted
by over 3,000 health care institutions as
a means to evaluate their own coot
effectiveness. Murray-Calloway
County Hospital has been taking part in
the AHA sponsored programs since
1976.
"We found the information supplied
by the program to be an excellent
management tool in evaluating our cost
containment efforts," said Stuart
Poston, administrator. By the sharing
ofi data with other health care
institutions, we are better able, to




Only two items of new business are
listed on the agenda for the regular
meeting of the Murray Common
Council which will be held at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday in City Hall.
The council will consider giving the
city clerk authority to "buy back" lots
in the city cemetery and will consider a
resolution honoring John Trotter on his
txtirement from the Murray Water &





A total of 458 students at Murray
State University have filed applications
for degrees to be awarded during
summer commencement exercises at 2
p. m. on Friday, Aug. 5 in Lovett
Auditorium.
Among ,that number are 183 for
bachelor's, 264 for master's, six for
specialist, and five for associate
degrees. Candidates represent 22 states
and four foreign countries.
Wilson Gantt, dean of admissions and
registrar, said the exact number of
graduates will be determined when
university officials have completed a
check of each candidate's credentials to
certify that graduation requirements
have been met.
Among the candidates for graduation
are these from Calloway County:
Bachelor's Degrees
Rita Farris Burton, Julie Cathryn
Christopher, Michael D'Angelo, Joseph
Robert Delle, Jr., Beth Ann Burkett
Faulkner, Frank Ganger, Jr., Cathy
Gail Geurin, James Jude Horan,
Rosemary Lamb, Vicki Pat Lamb,
Virginia araswell Manor, _:Daisy
Mathew, Daniel York McKeel, Jeannie
Lou Morris, Terri Lynne Nemethy,
Roger Allen Pace, Letha Tedesco
Patterson, •
Morris G. Prescott, Jody Rana
Prichard, Cynthia Gale Rose Readel,
Sanda L. Robertson, Sarah Elizabeth
Sams,
Arlene Yates Seaford, Nicole D.
Ulrich, Michael Edward Watts, Robert
Franklin White.
Master's Degrees
Kaye Orange Beasley, William Loyd
Call, Lynne Yates Cathey, William M.
Coleman, Marietta O'Bryan Danner,
Wayne Lawerence Davis, Juana B.
Dodson, Myra Jo Farley, Faye Hendon
Farris,
Edmond D. Fenton, Jr., Jean Jordy
George, Donald Patrick Haldimann,
Rebecca Ann Hogancamp, Ralph
Vernon Jackson, Deborah Nance Lee,
Edith Ann Mathis, Fred Clare
Morton, Claire Marie Resig. Bonita
Lawhorn Schwab, Lynda N. Shouae,
Julian Kaj Spencer, Karen Lee Spratt,
Julia Lane Thompson,
Albert Eyo Udo, Larry L. Walston,
Mary Dell Warlord, Helen Crow
Weaver, Beverly A. White, Barbara E.
Wildey, Larry Thomas Wyatt, Ching-
Huei Yang.
Specialist Degrees





Saturday, July 30, will mark the end
of the summer reading program
sponsored by the Calloway County
Public Library. The program has 183
active participants; 115 third through
sixth graders and 68 first and second
graders.
The older participants have been
receiving "I'm a Reader" T-shirts at
the completion of five books and
reports, and were reading in their own
areas of interest. Several programs
have been presented to coincide with
these interests throughout the summer.
The 68 first and second grade readers
have read 3,197 books to date. Many
have read 100 and some as many as 300
books. These children have been
reading and making a list of books on
their reading level with parents helping
their children choose appropriate
books.
The lists have been recorded and the
top readers in this group will be notified
Monday, August 1. These top readers
will be awarded T-shirts by the
librarian.
"All children should have their list or
reports completed- and turned into the
library by Saturday, July 30 to be
eligible for their T-shirt", said Janet
Mattingly, program director
MCBRAYER INSPECTS ROAD—Kentucky Commissioner- of Commerce
Terry McBrayer, cibserved road conditions on Ky. 94, Ky. 497 and the Cross
Spann Road while in Calloway County Tuesday. McBrayer concurred with
the Department of Transportation in proposing that the state and county
share costs in upgrading the surface of these roads that carry traffic into the
MSU Biological Station, a TVA recreational area, the Hutson Chemical
Company barge terminal, residences and land development areas. Area
officials have expressed the feeling that the road shourd be upgraded so
that the weight load limit can be raised for the benefit of industry and
residents of the area as well as the farmers who transport crops in the ter-
minal in heavy vehides during harvest season. Accompanying Maraya
(secOnd from right) were County Judge Robert 0. Miller, Z. Enix and Dan
Hutson of Hutson Chemical.
inside today
Photo by Jennie B Gordon
Two Sections —21 Pages
New recruits should bolster the track and cross country
programs at MSU this year. Sports editor Mike Brandon
tells how in. an article in today's Sports Section, pages 8
and 9.
partly cloudy
Partly cloudy tonight, low in
the low to mid 60s. Partly cloudy
and warmer Thursday with
widely scattered thundershowers
by afternoon, high from the mid.
80s to around 90.
a
today's index. .
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Former Pastor Speaks At North Fork
Church; Served There 50 Years Ago
By Mrs. R. D. Key
July 11, 1977
The Rev. H. F. Robbins,
former pastor of North Fork
Baptist Church some fifty
years ago, of California
_preached at North Fork last
Sunday. He is 89 years of age
and every one enjoyed hearing
him so much.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C.
Tarkington and Miss Ladoska
Nichols visited Mr. and Mrs.
Enloe Tarkington on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Nance
and children of Detroit, Mich.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. Lowell
Nance last week.
Visitors in to see Mr. and
Mrs. R. D. Key last week were
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones,
Mrs. Linda Orr, Mrs. Glynn
Orr, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins, Mrs.
Jessie Paschall, Howard
Morris, Mrs. Jennie Sykes,
Mrs. Ruby Owen, Mrs. Joan
Pulse, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins, and Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr..
Vernon Nance visited his
mother Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor Owen
and Max Dale visited Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Hopkins in
Chicago, Ill., over the
weekend. Mrs. Dale returned
home with them after staying
with her sister, Mrs. Hopkins
several days after ' her
surgery.
Mr. and Mrs. James H.
Kuykendall visited Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Paschall Saturday
night.
The Rev. and Mrs. Glynn M.
Orr and children, Rickie and
Bryan, visited Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr Sunday afternoon.
R. D. Key, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr, Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins, Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins, Mrs. Jessie Paschall,
and Howard Morris attended
the revival at Oak Grove
Baptist Church last week to
hear the Rev. Glynn Orr.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Tony
Sykes and son, Mrs. Sadie
Bucy, and Mrs. Judy Sum-
mers and Mark visited Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Sykeson
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith
and baby from Louisville
visited Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Holley over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert
Marshall visited Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke and Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins Tuesday af-
ternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Bootes Staf-
ford of Detroit, Mich., are
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Bailey
Grooms. Visitors on Tuesday
were Mr. and Mrs. Ira -
Tarkington for the day and
visited Enloe Tarkington in
the afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Nance of
Detroit, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Nance visited Mrs.
Lamora Nance last weekend.
Scott Whirlow visited Ancil
Wicker over-the weekend.
, The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykei, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris, Mrs. Bertie Jenluni,
and Mrs. Jessie Paschall
attended the funeral of Mrs.
Bonnie Lee on Thursday.
The Rev. James Phelps
dismissed prayer meeting at
North Fork Church Wed-
nesday night and a large
number attended the revival
at Oak Grove. A special in
song was by liarilynn
Paschall with Mrs. Judy Fries
at the piano.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore are vacationing in
Florida this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and Kenny, and Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr were
dinner guests of Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones
visited Keith Edwards in
Mayfield on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore visited Mrs. Nina
Holley and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall Sunday.
Mrs. Warren Sykes, Mrs.
Bertie Jenkins, and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall visited Mrs.
Nina Holley Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Burkeen and Mrs. Vernon
Nance visited Mr. and Mrs.
Hollin Jones on Sunday.
Gaylon Morris visited Mrs.
R. D. Key Tuesday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Jenkins and son, Mike, are
visiting this week with Mr.
















Purses 1 2 Price
—Deckers 2
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore attended church at
Oak Grove Thursday night.
Mrs. Ovie Wilson viiiited
Clerris Wilson on Friday.
Here is a special poem I




There are always two
The good and the bad;
The dark and the light,
The sad and the glad.
But looking back over the good
and the bad,
We're aware of the number of
good things we've had,
And in counting our blessings
we find when we're through,
We've no reason at all to
complain or be blue,
So thank God for good things
he has already done,
And be grateful to him for the
battles you've won,
And know that the same God
who helped you before






GOLDEN POND, Ky. — The
"sixth annual "Between The
Rivers Homecoming" has
been set for Sunday, August
14, 1977. The site for the
Celebration will be at.lticald,
Fenton Airport just east of
Eggner's Ferry Bridge on U.
S. 68, in the same area as the
previous homecomings. Come
early and stay late.
arden Path„
with the temperature flitting
with 103, it is the general topic
of conversation.
There is litUe we can do
about it, but I can tell you this:
it isn't gardening weather.
About all we can do is to set a
sprinkler going on parts of the
yard that are in the shade
and then watch it from a
window.
I hate to yield to the
weather, but I have conceded
defeat. I will just have to wait
until the heat recedes
somewhat, and then I will
make raids on the weeds and
grass that are somehow
flourishing in spite of the
temperature.
Some few plants are doing
well and with some added
moisture can hold their own. I
have a big hydrangea that is
thriving and even putting out
new growth, but I have bad to
*keep it well watered. I have 'a
bed of Carved Ivory Zinnias
that hive not had a drop of
water put on them and they,
are beautiful with huge
blooms, so frilly and pretty.
Some pietas simply don't need
the same amount of moisture.
So we will have to adapt
ourselves to the weather, if the
pattern has been set for the
time being.
It is a good idea to check
All people who lived in the
area now known as Land
Between The Lakes, their
relatives, and friends are
expected to attend.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon; bring your
own lunch. Bring your own
lawn chairs and if you have a
portable picnic table, bring it
along: Water and restrooms
will be provided by TVA7A7
patrolman will be on duty to 1
assist in parking.
The planning committee
and TVA are expecting a
record .crowd this year,
perhaps more than attended
last year. No formal en-
tertainment is being planned
because the people want to
spend the day - visiting old
friends and relatives. A
member of the Land Between
The Lakes staff will be present
to .welcome.ths izetels back to
their native land.
If you have any questions or
need further information, call
or write the following: TVA
office at Golden Pond,




Jim Wallace, and Geneva
Wallace. Cadiz; 'Raymond
Matheny, Bill Miller, and
Albert Cassity, Jr., Murray;
Adrian Conner, Floy Miller,
" and Braxton Gillahan,
Paducah; Terry N. Calhoun,
Kuttawa; Dolly Gillahan,
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heard, "My, but it is hot." But them look slightly wilted,
How many times InivelSti:\ your plants andsbrubs. if-any
Start pouring the water to
them. Then add more mulch to
help keep the roots as cool as
possible. We are fortunate in
having a good supply of water.
Let III hope that the blessed
rainy season will come before
we feel any shortage.
The new catalogs are
coming in with their usual
luscious supply of Tulip,
Daffodil and Lily bulbs. Some
of the new hybrid Daffodils
are simply amazing.
One nice thing about bulbs is
that they are there toy and
take so little attention. About
every five or six years they
can be thinned out and they
will grow in almost any sort of
soil. If the ground is cultivated
properly before bulbs are set
out, they will give more
reward than most any other
flower.
Try some of the big, flat
Collar daffodils, or some of the
smaller types. They are all
beautiful and now come in a
great variety of colors and
shapes, so that it is hard to
make a choice. Pick out a few
of the new sorts and you will
find that they will exceed your
expectations. Stick a few in
little pockets around the yard
and reap a tremendous
reward next spring. •
"Festival '77" To Be Held At
Paris Landing State Park
Entries are being sought
from artist's and craftsmen
scrams Tennessee and. in
neighboring states for the
"Festival 77" Arts and
Crafts Show to he held
Saturday and Sunday
September 10 and 11, at
Paris Lending State Park,
Paris, Tennessee.
Scores of exlibitors are
expected td show,
demonstrate and sell their
creations from booths set
up in the area around the
pavilion at the Paris
Landing Park.
The Festival will be open
to the public from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m. on both September 10
and 11.
Entries will be accepted
until August 20, according
to Mrs. Jean Ditenhafer,
Chairman, of "Festival 77"
committee of the spon-
soring organization, the
Tri-County Arts and Crafts
Guild along with the sup-





FOOD SAFETY — Special
care is needed for ham sand-
wiches, turkey and chicken
salads. And deviled eggs: But -
you could prepare the sand-
wiches - freeze - then thaw as
needed. If you're planning to
serve chicken salad, why not
freeze the cubes of chicken
and use them in preparing the
salad? They will thaw as the
salad stands, keeping it as
cold as possible. All salads
should be prepared carefully
— under sanitary conditions.
Mixtures of foods that require
several steps and handling
such as meats, fish and salads
are most likely to be con-
taminated. Food poisoning
does not necessarily have a
bad smell or taste. Just
because the food doesn't seem
spoiled doesn't mean it is all
right to eat.—Maxine Griffin,
Clinton, Ky. 42031.
With a little effort now you
can _create your own dried
floral arrangements later in
the fall. The simplest method
of drying flowers is hanging.
Tie flowers in loose bunches
and hang head down, until
they dry. Use a rubber band
for tying bunches for best
results. As the stems dry and
shrink, the rubber band will
contract and continue to hold
them firm. Plants that can be
preserved by hanging include
baby's breath, 'bells . of




plant, poppies, pussy willow,
straw flowers, yarrow, bit-
tersweet bterriesi and nandina
berries. Try placing fox glove
or Johnson grass upright in a
pop bottle to dry. This can be
effective in 'dried
arrangements. — Mildred
pat& LaCenter, Ky. 42056.
mission and' National
Endowment for the Arts.
Mrs. Ditenhafer may be
contacted at 642-4002 for
more information or write
to Tr -County Arts and
Crafts Guild. P.O. Box 3004,
Paris, Tennessee 38341
The Tri-County Guild will
charge a 10 percent com-
mission on sales &ring the
Festival. Each exhibitor,
also will be charged a $5.00
non-refundable entry fee to
help defray apemen.
Festival rules require
that contemporary arts and
crafts beoriginal, not made
from kits. Folk or pioneer
crafts must be traditional
in design. Each exhibitor
will be responsible for his
own display.
Applications will be
reviewed by the Guild's
Standards Committee and
only approved exhibits may
be displayed.
The date for. ”Festival
77" has been changed from
July to-Septemberan order
to have the Arts and Crafts
Show at Paris Landing
State Park.
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BOAT WORKSHOP—Members of the Hazel Woman's Club attended the special
workshop held by the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs on
the excusion boat, "The City of the Lake," touring the Kentucky and Barkley Lakes for
four hours on Wednesday, July 20. Various workshops and programs were presented
with Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, district governor from Murray, presiding. The boat left the
Kentucky Dam Marina at ten a. m. with the Paducah Woman's Club as hostess for the
day and furnishing box lunches and drinks for the 136 members present. Hazel mem-
bers attending were, left to right, Mrs. Butch Elliott, Mrs. Max Parks, Mrs. Dale Nance,
Mrs. Steve Knott, Mrs. Hughes Bennett, and Mrs. Phil Liddle.
Dr. Richard Broeringmeyer
PADUCAH PATIENT
Has New Book Available Now Mrs. Elwood Brown ofHardin has been a patient at
Dr. Richard
Broeringmeyer, president of
Health Industries, Inc. of
Murray, and whose wife Dr.
Mary, operates the
Broeringmeyer Chiropractic




Dr. Broeringmeyer is a
lecturer and author of books
on Pain Control - Vitamin 81
Nutrition Therapy - Physical
Therapy and --others, -- -is an
associate of Alan Nittler, M
D. N. D. syndicated columnist
and author of "New Breed of
Doctor" - "Cure for the
Common Cold" - Health
Questions and Answers" and
"New Breed Digest of
Metabolic Nutrition."
Alan Nittler, M. D. N. D. and
Richard Broeringmeyer, D. C.
N. D. have formed the "New
Dr. Broernigmeyer
Breed of Doctor" association
for the purposes of joining
nutritionally interested
doctors in all branches of
healing together under a
common bond. Dr. Nittler and
Dr. Broeringmeyer are jointly
conducting classes to train
these doctors in the art of
Metabolic nutrition and
qualifying them as "The New
Breed of Doctor."
In his new book Dr.
Broeringmeyer gives helpful
hints using household
nutrients to solve many
-.serious irritating problems
That can save numerous trips
to the doctor's office. He
devotes a section to telling
'how food can be used as
medicine for many conditions
and when understood and
properly prepared can serve
to relieve much suffering.
He tells about physiology of
disease and how various"t.
nutrients can be used to im-






Baby Girl Lee (mother
Deana S.), Rt. 1 Box 194 A,
Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Janet R. Johnson and
Baby Girl, P.O. Box 803
Calvert .City, Miss Celisa
Garland, Box 67, Kirksey,
Alvis T. Sadler, Rt. 1, New
Concord, Miss Joy A. Ecevido,
308 S. 10th, Murray, Mrs. Joy
.C. Orr, 1508 Canterbury,
Murray, Lee B. Bolen, 1507
Chaucer, Murray, Mrs. Grace
Givens, Rt. 5 Box 298, Benton,
Mrs. Lula D. Roberts, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Sandra R.
Quist, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Linda B. Stem, Rt. 1, Almo,
Urishma Smith, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Johnny E.
Stubblefield, Rt. 5, Murray,
Ivan Lubachko (expired), 1614
Kirkwood, Murray.
'
suffering because of body
deficiency.
The autbor lists 55 common
disorders that cause the
majority of people to seek
professional help and how
these disorders are most often
treated by a nutritionally
oriented doctor.
Dr. Richard Broeringmeyer
is available to speak to your
group or organization when in




Buren Ervin of Hazel has
been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
contact: Dr. Mary Store scissors away from
Broeringmeyer, Route 3 Box moisture to help them work
121, Murray, Kentucky 42071. be[.
AT WORKSHOP—Mrs. A. C. lafollette, third from right, presided at the workshop
held by the First District of the Kentucky Federation of Womenis Clubs held on the
boat, "The City of the Lake," leaving from the Kentucky Dam Marina on July 20 for a
four hours' tour on Kentucky and Barkley Lakes. The Paducah Woman's Club hosted
the meeting and provided .box lunches and drinks. Attending from the Murray
Woman's Club went lett Jordan, Mrs. Bob Billington, club president,
Mrs. A. M. Alexander, Mrs. LaFollette, district governor, Mrs. J. I. Hosick and Mrs.
George Hart. Speakers included Mrs. Re% Benefield, Boaz, third vice-president of the
state federation, Mrs. Lillie Richmond, Wingo, chairman of the International Civic Im-
provement project, Mrs. J. L Hosick, parliamentarian, and Miss Evelyne Pellacon, Swit-
zerland, member of a team of students touring the United States with the Experiment
in International Living, sponsored bv the Kentucky Junior Division of Woman's Clubs.
The club members from Marion extended an invitation for the fall meeting.
rph • Bananas contain a high supply ofpotassium, a good supply ot Vitamins A.B6 and C, thiamine, riboflavin, niacin,and a fair supply of calcium and phos-orous plus iron.
.• Bananas are low in sodium which is
especially important for those concerned
with high blood pretsure, heart problems
and kidney conditions . . .
• Bananas are 99.8% fat-free and con-
tain no cholesterol
• An average-size banana contains
only 100 calories.
• Bananas give you that "stay with
you feeling" which makes them terrific
x sniel cWiftes. -
What's in a banana?
• The natural fruit sugars in bananas
are in a highly digestible form which
makes this fruit great for quick energy
• Bananas contain fiber and pectin
which helps to relieve both constipation
and diarrhea
• Mild-flavored, -easily-digestible
bananas are often the first solid food a
baby eats and are also particularly useful
in the diets of senior citizens.
• Bananas are frequently the only
fresh fruit allowed in the diets of peptic.
ulcer patients, and is the first raw fruit




Planned On August 13
Dr. and Mrs. Frederick Kervin Spell of Columbia, Miss., an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Melanie Lou, to Phillip Hannon Patridge, son of
Mrs. George W. Patridge of Hueytown, Ala., the former Helen
Sykes of Murray, and the late Mr. Patridge.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Estus A. Pierce
and the late Mr. Pierce, and Mrs. Jap P. Spell and the late Mr.
Spell. Slie received her B. S. degree at the Mississippi Univer-
sity for Women.
Mr. Patridge is a graduate of the University of Alabama and
Is working toward his master's degree at Mississippi State
University. His grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. W. D.
Sykes of Murray and the late Mr. and Mrs. Harmon B.
Patridge of Bessemer, Ala.
The wedding is planned for Saturday, August 13, at the First









1.1(h containing a free gift or
tremendous discounts will be dropped
in downtown Paducah at 11 a.m. our




7he Step ceadder Sale StartsThursdayJuly 2810:00 A. M.
FINAL SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE
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Wednesday, July 27
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include medicinal
plant walk at campground
bath house at 10:30 a.m.,
treasure hunt at hotel front
porch at 1:30 p.m., pool ex-
travaganza at hotel pool at
leaf prints craft in
recreation rom at 4:30 p.m.,
fishing seminar at hotel
meeting room at seven p.m.,
and sing 'a' long at hotel patio
room at 8:30 p.m.
Murray Shrine Club will
meet at the home of Freed
Cotham to plan for the golf
tournament.
Thursday, July 28
Wranglers' Riding Club will
meet at the club grounds at
seven p.m.
Workday for Hardin Senior
Citizens will be from 9:30 a.m.
to three p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
senior citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., singing at 10:30
a.m., monthly clean up at
11:30 a.m., sack lunch at noon,
and table games at one p.m.
A movie on "Return of the
Winged Giants" will be at
Center Station, Land Between
the Lakes at two p.m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include creek walk
starting at hotel front porch up
Ledbetter Creek at 10:30 a.m.,
Apples, Peaches, Pears and
Plums activity in recreation
room at -1:30 p.m., copper
tooling in recreation room at
2:30 p.m., fishing derby at
hotel playground at 3:30 p.m.,
Kenlake games at hotel front
at 4:30 p.m., slide program on
parks at hotel- meeting room
at seven p.m., and square
dancing at campground bath
house at 8:30 p.m.
Friday, July 29
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include kiddie
walk for ages three to seven to
start at hotel front at eleven a.
m., relay a-go-go at hotel front
at 1:30 p. m., craft sticks at
recreation room at 2:30 p. m.,
backpacking lessons at
campground amphitheater at
3:30 p. m., tennis lessons at
hotel tennis courts at 4:30 p.
m., slides on Kenlake animals
at hotel meeting room at
seven p. m., and Lakeside
Singers at hotel meeting room
at 8:30 p. m.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include one hour
insects' walk at 2:30 p. m., and
night insects' walk at 8:30 p.
m., both to start at Center
Station, and natural dyes
workshop at Empire Farm
from nine a. m. to two p. m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a workday from 9:30 a.
m. to three p.m. and fun night
at six. p. m. at the Hardin
Center.
Saturday, July 3O
Adult Dance will be at
Jaycee Building at
Fairgrounds with music by
Craig Brothers Country Rock
band. Cokes and ice will be
furnished. Cost will be six
dollars per couple.
Murray Invitation Golf
Tournament Dance will be
held from eight p. m to
midnight for members and
tournament entrants at the
Murray Country Club. In
charge of arrangements are
Messrs and Mesdames Jerry
Grogan, Dub Polly, Clyde
Adkins, Buddy Hewitt, Vernon
Cohoon, Mike Baker, Red
Howe, Jr., and Richard
Knight.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at lodge front at seven p. m.,
~surprise activity at lodge 'mot
at 10:30 a. M., burlap flowers
at recreation room at 1:30.p.
m., critter hunt at 2:30 p. m.
and critter race at 3:30 p. m.
at campground bath house,
junior ranger program at
campground bath house at
4:30 p. m., bingo at cam-
pground- amphitheater at
seven p. nj., and square dance
at campground bath house at
8:30 p. m.
Activities at Land Between
the Lakes will include early
morning birdlife walk to start
at Center Station at 7:30 a. m.,
program on fresh water
ecology at two p. m. and slide
program on wildflowers at
2:30 p. m., both at Center
Station.
Sunday, July 31
. Visit the Homeplace in Land
Between the Lakes will start
at entrance road at 230 p. in.
Visit to the Homeplace in
Land Between the Lakes will
start at entrance road at 2:30
p. m.
Senior recitals by James
Curtis Patton, trunIpet, of
Muldraugh, will be at two p.
m., and by Pamela Kaye
Hayes, percussion, of Central
City will be at 3:30 p. m., both
at the Farrell Recital Hall of





An Adult dance will be held
at the Jaycee building at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds on High-
way 121 North, Coldwater
Road, on Saturday night, July
W. This will be open to the
public.
Music will be by Craig
Brothers Country Rock. cokes
and ice will be sold. The ad-





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
More than 3,504 women from
throughout the United States,
.the Virgin Islands and Puerto
Rico brie gathered here for the
convention of The National
Federation of Business and Pro-
fessional Women's Clubs, Inc.,
a convention spokeswoman
reported.
A highlight of the meeting,
that will continue through
Thursday, will be the presenta-
tion of h check for $25,000 to U.S.
Rep. Margaret Heckler, R-
Mass., the spokesman added.
The money represents sup-
port of the Equal Rights
Amendment, which has been
"the number one priority of
business and professional





The lovely home of Mrs. Otis
H. Erwin was the scene of a
coffee complimenting Ann
Stacy Owen, bride-elect of
Alan Taylor Jones, on
Saturday, July IC
Cohostesses for this special
occasion were Mrs. Allen
Russell, Mrs. John Farrell,
and Mrs. M. C. Garrott.
Assisting and graciously
greeting guests at the door
was Miss Anne Erwin,
daughter of Mrs. Erwin.
Lovely yellow daisy cor-
sages were presented to the
honoree, her mother, Mrs.
Jerry Owen, and her fiance's
mother, Mrs. Trum4n E.
Jones:
The coffee table was
overlaid with a yellow linen
cloth and centered with a
mixed bouquet of beautiful
summer flowers. Delightful
party refreshments were
served from wooden and
pewter appointments.
As a hostess gift, Miss Owen
was presented with an electric
ice cream freezer.
Fifty guests called between
the hours of ten a. m. and
twelve noon.
CROUSE HOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Laverne
Crouse, D-1 Coach Estates,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, Michael Larry,
weighing eight pounds 91/2
ounces, measuring 21 inches,
born on Thursday, July 1.4, at
2:07 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
The father is self employed
as a car dealer, and the
mother is on leave from
Kroger Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Laverne Crouse of
Murray Route Eight and Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Boyd of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Leon Boyd of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Wyona Tucker of Murray.
HERBERT BOY •
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Herbert
of Murray Route Five an-
nounce the birth of a baby boy,
Jason Wayne, weighing eight
pounds five ounces,
measuring 21 inches, born on
Tuesday, July 19, at 3:16 a. m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The, father is unployed at
the Sager Glove Company,
Murray.
Maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe
Chadwick and paternal
grandparents are Mr. and,
Mrs. Johnny Kurtz, all of
Murray Route Five. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Herlie ' Chadwick,
Murray Route Five, Mrs.
Pauline Griffey and Robert
Griffey, Hopkinsville, and Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Austin, Hen-
derson.
GROGAN GIRL ,
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Grogan
of Murray are the parents of a
baby girl, Erin Cayce,
weighing seven pounds seven
ounces, born on Sunday, July
10, at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
The paternal grandparents
are Mr. and ,Mrs. Harold
Grogan of Murray, and the
maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Adams of Hickman Route
Four.
Magness-Marvin Vows
To Be Read Saturday
Plans have been completed
for the approaching wedding
of Miss Leslye Carol Magness,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Magness of Mayfield,
to James William Marvin, Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Marvin, Sr., also of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the grand-
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie
Barnett of Murray and Mrs.
Otis Magness of Mayfield.




performed on Saturday, July
30, at seven p. m. in the sanc-
tuary of the First United
Methodist. Church, Mayfield,
with the Rev. Dr. Jerry Jef-
fords officiating. Nuptial
music will be presented by
Miss Donda Stallins, organist,
and Miss Wendy Stallins,
vocalist.
,D Miss Magness has chosen
her sister, Miss Elizabeth Ann
Magness, as her maid • of
honor. Her bridesmaids will
be Miss Sherrie Lynn Adair,
Miss Mary Ester Hoagland,
Miss Barbara Stolle, and Mrs.
Harley Sutton.
The ring bearer will be
Russell Jewell Brower, Jr.
Best man will be Marcus
Kennedy Marvin, brother of
the groom-elect. Groomsmen
will be Ivan Coleman,
Lawrence Hogenstad, Terry
Cunningham, and Chris
Smith. Ushers will be David
Charles _Magness, brother of
the bride-elect, David
Pickens, and Tommy Boaz.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the church
fellowship hall.
All friends of the couple are
invited to attend both the
ceremony and the reception.
Cancer Clinic
To Be Monday'
A Pap Smear cancer clinic
will be held at the Calloway
County Health Department on
Monday, August 1, at 6:30 p.
m.
MI women who desire to
have this special test are
asked to call the health
department at 753-3381, week-
days, for an appointment.
Special instructions will be
given to the patient regarding
procedures when the ap-
pointment is made, a health
center spokesman said.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Miss FioebOrah Hudspeth of




Rachel Lenn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Puttoff of Murray for
their baby girl born Tuesday,
June 28, at the Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 101/2 ounces.
LEE GIRL
A baby girl, Amanda Shaye,
was born to Mr. and Mrs.
Danny E. Lee of Sedalia Route
One on Wednesday, July 20, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. H. C. Lee and Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Canter. The
mother is the former Deana
Canter.
THOMPSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Thompson, 405 Edgewood
Street, Paris, Tn., are the
parents of a baby boy, Scott
Edward, weighing seven
pounds one ounce, born on
Friday, July 15, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The mother is the former
Kathy Scott, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Neil Scott,
North 16th/ Street, Murray.
ARMY REUNION-:--Attending the fourth reunion of the 34th AAA Group Association
at the Imperial Motel, Canton, Ohio, July 15,16, and 17 were seventeen members of the
formezAnny group who served together during World War II in Texas, New York, and
Europe. Officers of the association are pictured, left to right, J. B. Burkeen, Murray,
president, Thomas F. Fuller, Nashville, Tn., permanent recording secretary, Roland F.
Schindler, Massillon, Ohio, vice-president, and Lynn J. Slater, Detroii, permanent
treasurer. For the next reunion planned for July 1979 in Columbus, Ohio, Schindler will
be president and John R. Borrows, Columbus. Ohio, vice-president Schindler and his
wife, Evelyn, with the assistance of Borrows and his wife, Clarice, made the
arrangements for the weekend which induded a social on Friday night, business
meeting and banquet on Saturday, and continental Breakfast on Sunday. Present for
the banquet were forty-two members, wives, and families. Thaipas Fuller was toast-
master for the banquet Other members present were from Iliivvring Green, Ky., South-
bury, Conn., Cygnet, Ohio, Berwyn, Pa., Hammond, Ind., Highland Park, Ill., Bangor
Maine, St Cloud, Minn., Martinsville, Va., Beth Park, Pa., Evansville, Ind, and New
Philadelphia, Ohio. James D. Puckett of Hazel Route One, Charles W. Russell of Calvert
Gty, Virgil Burd, Johnnie Tubbs, and J. D. Usrey, all of Benton, are members of the
association who were unable to attend.
72-113131221113MILIULZEZZEIMVX313111113312323113M1MICIMIUMECE




MARKET 414 FURNITURE HAS PURCHASED THE
FURNITURE, CHINA AND SILVER FROM THE
ESTATE OF THE LATE MRS. F. E. PARKS AND
IS NOW FOR SALE AT OUR STORE 
•Mahogany Breakfront 8 Piece Dining Room Suite
•5 Piece Italian CherryProvincial Bedroom Suite
*Walnut Chest of Drawers 'Mahogany. Lamp Table
'One Antique Velvet Chair *Two Mahogany End Tables
•One Antique Sewing Chair 'Ivory Statues *Oriental Lamp
•Antique Dresser Lamps 'One Hand Painted Lamp
*All Kinds Tin Boxes *Old Luggage •Milkinng Stools
*Old Wooden Storage Boxes *Antique Straw Baskets
•Old Antique Love Seat *Mahogany Coffee Table
•Antique Heating Pad in Tin Storage Box *Antique Pictures
'Small Clocks
IIIIIMININIIIM1111111•111111111111111
LARGE SELECTION OF CUT GLASS—
CHINA AND STERLING SILVER
•Antique Bowls *Compote Dish *Cut Glass Dessert Dishes
*Wine Glasses 'Cake Plates *One Large Bowl
'Footed Bowl *Creamer and Sugar 'Pitcher and 4 Matching
Glasses 'Italian Bowl *Hand Painted Dishes by Nippon
*Antique Gravy Bowl *8-13161* Place Setting of Hand
Painted China (Spring Violet) •12 Piece Place Setting '—
Crown Ducal Ware (England) 'Cut Glass Bowl and Tray
STERLING SILVER by FAMOUS MAKERS
*One Pair Silver Candle Holders •8 Sterling Silver Goblets
'One Silver Relish Tray *One Silver Footed Bowl
*One Silver Covered Dish *One Silver Tray *One Large
Tray and 7 Pieces •50 Piece Set Sterling Silver Flatware
One Slyer Bread Tray
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS ANTIQUE ITEMS
*Marble Top Wash Stand 'Old Antique Rocking Chair
'Hand Mode Cabinet 'Small Table with Mother of Pearl
Inlay *Old Ant:que Cherry Chest *Odd Antique Chairs
Many, many other household items too numerous to men-
tion—Hurry this large selection of antiques will sell fast.
ark et 4/4 hrmiture
Get-Alin amid 1 err keS. Mgr.
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Washington Today By it. GREGORY NOKESAssociated Press Writer
Another Way To Make Jobs
WASHINGTON (AP) — Should
American workers accept pay cuts or
forego wage increases if it would create
jobs for others and help to control
inflation?
Henry C. Wallich, a member of the
Federal Reserve Board, thinks it is
worth a try. Some other leading
economists have suggested a similar
approach, but they don't know how to
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 27, the
208th day of 1977. There are 157 days left
- in cjis -
Tpclay's highlight in history:
On this date in 1953, an armistice was
signed at Panmunjom, ending the
Korean War after more than three
years of fighting.
On this date —
In 1789, the U.S. Congress established
the forerunner of the State Department,
the Department of Foreignsdiffairs.
In 1922, the United States formally
recognized the countries of Albania,
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia.
In 1941, during World War II,
Japanese forces landed in French
Indochina.
In 1954, Britain and Egypt'agreednen
terms ending British control of the Suez
Canal.
In 1955, Austria regained sovereignty
after 17 years of occupation by foreign
troops.
In 1960, a Republican National
Convention in Chicago- nominated
Richard M. Nixon for president.
Ten years ago: President Charles de
Gaulle returned to France after
causing a big stir in Canada by
espousing indpendence for Quebec and
canceling a meeting with Prime
Minister Lester Pearson.
Five years ago: Britain sent 4,000
more troops to Northern Ireland to
oppose the outlawed Irish Republican
Army.
One year ago: A powerful earthquake
shook a wide area in Northern China,
including the capital of Peking. The
extent of damage and casualties was
not disclosed.
Today's birthdays: Former big
league baseball manager Leo Durocher
is 71. Former World Bank President
George Woods is 76.
Thought for today: Fishing is the
chance to wash one's soul with pure air.
It brings meekness and inspiration,
reduces our egotism, soothes our
troubles and shames our wickedness. —
President Herbert Hoover, 1874-1964.
get labor unions to go along.
Labor leaders, for their part, oppose
any such proposal on grounds that it
puts the burden of solving the nation's
economic problems squarely on the
shoulders of workers, letting
government and business off the hook.
Proposals such as Wallich's often go
under the label of a social contract.
Great " Britain had a social contract
under which labor unions agreed to
annual wage increases of a fixed
percentage, but the compact collapsed
earlier this month.
The consensus in Britain seemed to
be that the contract did work in helping
reduce inflation while it lasted.
Consumer prices increased 17 per cent
in Britain during the 12 months ended in
May, but that was an improvement
over the 20 per cent-plus rates of
previous months.
Wallich believes, as do most other
economists, Democrat as well as
Republican, that rising wages are the
chief cause of higher prices, since
wages account for the bulk of the costs
of production.
Wage increases averaged 8 per cent
in 1976 and may be about the same this
year, while the nation's underlying
inflation rate is about 6 per cent.
As long as wages keep rising at a rate
of•about 8 per cent, there is little hope of
ever reducing inflation below six per
cent, Wallich argues. A two per cent
increase has long been considered
about right because that has been the
average increase in worker
productivity in recent decades.
Wallich, who was appointed to the
Federal Reserve Board by former
President Richard M. Nixon in 1974,
said if workers would agree to, say, a
two per cent to three per cent annual
increase in wages, or even no increase
at all, the inflation rate should be
reduced to near zero,, and everybody
would gain in the long run.
He acknowledged there would be a
temporary loss in buying power for
workers as the adjustment process took
place, but he said this happens anyway,
because inflation erodes wage
increases as fast as workers get them.
Should the reduced wages not
restrain price increases, with the result
that business profits would increase,
Wallich said the government could tax
away corporate profits above a certain
level.
Wallich's idea is unlikely to be put
into effect, if for no other reason than
labor unions wouldn't trust the




By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
For Legal Advice
Have you ever had a legal problem
and needed to talk to an attorney but
did not know who to contact, or if you
could afford the service? The
Consumer Protection Division of the
Attorney General's Office receives'
many calls a day from consumers with
legal problems requesting personal
legal assistance.
However, the Kentucky Attorney
General's office has no authority to act
as a private attorney for individuals
with personal legal problems. But there
are two organizations in Kentucky that
you can turn to for assistance.
The Kentucky Bar Association is
sponsoring a new Lawyer Referral
Service that will assist you in locating
By MARIA BRADENCommonwealth Consumer Associated Press Writer
Bait And Switch
Still #appening
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —Bait
and switch—a selling practice as old as
business itself—is still going on in
Kentucky.
Just this month the attorney
general's Consumer Protection
Division obtained a permanent
injunction prohibiting a Henderson
meat market from engaging in the
practice of bait and switch.
Sellers who engage in the practice
are subject to a fine of $2,000 per
violation of state law if convicted and
$25,000 per violation afer an injunction
has been issued.
How do you know if a salesman is
pulling the gimmick on you?
Robert Bullock, head of the
Consumer Protection Division, said
some salesmen are so expert at bait
and switch they may be able to con a
customer without the customer
realizing what's going on.
Bullock characterizes bait and switch
as an "attractive but insincere" offer to
sell merchandise at a good price.
The low price is used as a lead to get
people into the store, where they are
persuaded to buy more expensive
merchandise.
The key tactic in the bait and switch
game is that, once you're inside the
store, the seller knocks the product,
saying it isn't any good—although the
advertising made you believe it would
be a great bargain.
But the salesman disparages the
Illivertised item and tells you you'd be
better off with a higher priced product.
There's a fine line between bait and
switch—which is prohibited by state
law—and a practice known as "move
up," which is legal.
- In the latter case, the salesrnah
legitimately points out your needs for a
better or more expensive product than
the one advertised.
For example. you go in to buy a
toaster that's been advertised, but the
salesman tells you he thinks you'd be
better off with a larger model that holds
more slices of toast because of your
large family. That's legitimate,
because the salesman didn't fault the
toaster that the store advertised.
Most of the bait and switch cases
prosecuted by the Consumer Protection
Division under the state law have
involved meat sales, Bullock said,
although there's a case pending
involving sale of carpeting.
One of the cases successfully
prosecuted by the Consumer Protection
Division involved a Louisville company
known as Consumer Beef Outlet.
Bullock said people came into the
store believing from advertisements
that they could buy a side of beef for 49
cents a pound.
What they saw hanging behind the
counter was a piece of meat with big
globules of fat hanging off it, a slice cut
out showing darkened red and blackish
meat, with gray mold growing on it,
Bullock said.
In that case, the meat seller didn't
need to orally disparage the item
advertised for sale—it was enough just
to display it.
However, Bullock said one witness
reported having an exchange with the
outlet owner in which he said he was
going to buy the advertised beef.
The salesman asked him what he was
going to do with it, and when he said he
would feed it to his dog if he had to, the
salesman told him he might as well dig
a hole because the dog wouldn't survive
afer eating the meat.
That's a classic case of bait and
switch. Not all are so obvious.
Consumers should keep their eyes
open and ask themselves if something
is a come-on, or isn't it, Bullock said..
If a consumer has any doubts he can
call the Consumer Protection division
in Frankfort to find out.
The state law also requires stores
advertising sale items to have a
reasonable quantity on hand, or to note
in the ad that quantities are limited.
Bullock said cases have been
successfully prosecuted on the basis of
the evidence of minimal sales: the store
would spend a lot of money advertising
one item, but would sell many more of a
higher priced item and few of the lower-
cost sale item — an indication of bait
and switch tactics.
. Many stores now offer rainchecks to
customers if they run out of a product,
to protect themselves from charges of
bait and switch selling. The law does
not require them to issue rainchecks
an attorney to handle your particular
problem. This is not free legal aid. The
service is for persons who are capable
of paying a reasonable fee for a lawyer,
but do not know who to contact in their
town. The request for an attorney's
name from the service is at no cost to
the client. The -initial one-half hour
appointment with the attorney whose
name was given to you by the service is
$10. This appointment will enable the
attorney to tell you if you have legal
grounds for your problem.
The Kentucky Referral Service has a
toll free number — 1-800-372-2999, which
will be answered by the Frankfort
office staff from 8 a. m. to 4:30 p. m..
Monday through Friday. Any Kentucky
resident can call this number and
receive the name of a local attorney
that will handle his-her particular legal
problem.
Another legal assistance organization
is Kentucky Legal Services. These
organizations are private, non-profit
corporations established to "provide
equal access to the system of justice"
for poor people that otherwise would
not be able to afford an attorney. Five
of these organizations are currently in
operation in Central, Northern and
Eastern Kentucky.
The Legal Service Corporation
provides free legal counsel in civil
cases to eligible Kentuckians that meet
specific guidelines based on income,
family size, and locality. The
maximum income allowed for these
free services varies according to each
person's circumstances. To find out if
your area is covered by one of these
programs, or if you are eligible for
legal assistance, contact the Office of
Kentucky Legal Services, 800
Lexington Building, 201 West Short
Street, Lexington, Kentucky, 1-606-233-
4556.
If you need legal services, and don't
know which attorney to turn to, contact
the Lawyer Referral Service on their
toll free number, or the Kentucky Legal
Services office in your area.
For further information on legal
services in Kentucky, or if you have a
consumer complaint, write: Office of
the Attorney General, Consumer
—Protection Division, Fratikfort,
Kentucky 40601. The office has found
that it can most effectively deal with
written complaints and encourages you
to write if you have a consumer
complaint. However, if you have an
emergency situation, call the toll free
Consumer Hotline at 1-800-372-2960.
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- ABOUT-THIS PAGE
Editorials, coltunns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
Presented for the purpose of
Providing a forum for the free
eschange of differing opinions.
•We at The Murray Ledger gi
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
Philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
to do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or




Marine Reserve Second Lieutenant
James R. Lee, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Lee, is in Vietnam serving with the
First Marine Aircraft Wing.
Deaths reported include John D.
Roberts, age 74, and Errett Grogan,
age 82.
Alan Weatherly, Lee Crites, Robert
Lowe, Jr., Bob Baar, Steve Payne, and
Jimmy Ramer of Murray Boy Scout
Troop No. 45 left yesterday to spend
twelve days at the Philmont Scout
Ranch, near Camaron, New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beaman will be
honored on their 60th wedding
anniversary with an open house on July
29 at the home of their son, Harold
Beaman and Mrs. Beaman.
Mr and Mrs. Hilton Williams
announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter, Susan, to Clayton Hargrove,
son of Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Hargrove.
20 Years Ago
Bids for the construction of the new
Band and Manual Arts Training
Building at Murray High School were
opened at a combined meeting of the
Murray City Council and the City
School Board. Jimmy Bucy was the low
bidder.
The Kirksey 4-H Club won the prize
for the club having the rriost exhibits at
the Marshall County Fair.
"Mrs. Raymond Hamlin 213 South
12th Street, Murray, turned in the only
entries in the Ledger & Times Fishing
contest this week and both were vital,
placing her in a first place tie in the
Class B running," from the column,
"Lures To Catches" by Jim Dumas.
Riley G. Arnold of the American
Farm Bureau is the speaker at the
annual Farm Bureau picnic today at
the Murray City Park.
Dr. J. E. Underwood of Paris, Tn.,
will be guest speaker at the worship
services at the Lynn Grove and Goshen
Methodist Churches on July 28 and
August 4.
30 Years Ago -
Work will begin soon on construction
of a new lunchroom at Kirksey High
School.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nora
Starks Kirkland and Mrs. Minerva Ann
Orr.
The Rev. and Mrs. Robert E. Jarman
will attend the International
Convention of- the Disciples of Christ at
Buffalo, New York, July 29 to August 3.
The Rev. Jarman is pastor of the First
Christian Church iDisciples of Christ),
Murray.
The Rev. Guy P. Hall of
Pinckneyville, Ill., will be the
evangelist at the revival at the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church, July 27 to
August 3. Rudolph Howard will be in
charge of the music, according to the
church pastor, the Rev. M. M.
Hampton.
Mrs. R.14.-Maserr reviewed- the•book,-
"Inside U. S. A." by John Gunther at
the meeting of the Magazine Club held
at the home of Mrs. B. F. Scherffius.
Bible Thought
Hitherto base ye asked nothing
in my name: ask, and ye shall re-
ceive, that your joy .may be full.
John 16:24.
The greatest thing faith in Christ
gives us is'true joy.
Isn't It The Truth
If it were possible to create good
government out of dreams, we would
need a plentiful supply of the basic
ingredients — hardheaded voters,
selfless politicians and dedicated
bureaucrats. Now you can see why it is
that good dreams with a Washington
locale never come true.
< ,
111EART
HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTL1NE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE : I have been having
trouble with my hearing lately. Can you
give me any advice about buying a
hearing aid? J.C.
ANSWER: Most hearing aids carry a
guarantee for repair within the first
year of purchase, although they usually
last for several years. They are usually
replaced when the cost of repair
becomes excessive, when the user's
hearing changes or when the
manufacturer brings out an instrument
with improvements that appeal to the
buyer.
Many factors might influence your
choice of hearing aids. Cosmetic
factors may be a reason for deciding to
wear one aid rather than an improved
aid. The elimination of receiver cords
may be another factor.
Audiologists endeavor to persuade
the hearing aid user to purchase
instruments most suitable for
overcoming his or her problem. In
some instances, a compromise has to
be made between what is found to be
the most efficient aid and what may be
the most effective aid in terms of the
person who seeks the advice.
The private purchaser can pick and
choose as he or she desires while a
person receiving governmental
financial assistance is subject to the
rules and regulations of the assisting
agency. Fortunately, a wide range of
models is available under these
programs.
In reality, it is not so much Which aid •
can be purchased as whether the person
needing help will actually use the aid.
In order for good results, you must put
a lot of faith and trust in your
audiologist. You should base your
clinfidence in him on the following
q uestion.s :
1. Do I trust the person I've
questioned? Is he experienced in
hearing aid evaluations? Has he kept
up with past and recent developments
in amplifying devices?
2. Is the hearing aid used
satisfactorily by others who have my
type of hearing problem?
3. Is the hearing aid manufactured by
a company that has been in business for
some time and is known to spend
considerable time and effort in
improving its products?
4. Is the hearing aid sold by
commercial people who will give, me
the right to a trial period if I am
uncertain about its benefits?
5. Although the hearing aid sounds
good to me now, will it break down
frequently?
HEARTLINE: I have worked in the
railroad industry all my life and have
heard about the 'two-tier" system for
railroad retirement. Can you explain
what this means? C.T.
ANSWER: A person's railroad
annuity consists of two components.
The first is a tier of annuity that is
calculated roughly the same way as
Social Security benefits are determined
and is based on the employe's work ..
both inside and outside the railroad
industry.
The second tier is a staff-type benefit
based solely upon the employe's work
in the railroad industry.
HEARTLINE: A 68-year-old man I
know recently told me he had not
received anything from Social Security
because his earnings had been quite
high since he applied at age 65. Why did
he even bother to apply? T.J.
ANSWER: He was wise to do so for
several reasons. First, he was eligible
for Medicare coverage at age 65,
regardless of his work and second, if he
would have had to have stopped work
unexpectedly he could have notified the
Social Security office and his benefits
would start at once. Also, even though
he had already filed a claim, Social
Security checks his earnings record
each year to see if his income is such




The National Federation of
Independent Business (NFIB), the
largest small business organization in
the country, has proposed an
alternative to the Carter
Administration's plan for bailing out
the nations troubled Social Security
program.
William J. Dennis, Jr., NFIB
Research Director, outlined the NFIB
proposal in recent testimony before the
Senate Finance Committee's
Subcommittee on Social Security.
The NFIB proposal would divide the
current Old Age and Survivors
Insurance ( OASI) program into two
parts, Dennis said. Part A woula
resemble .,.the existing insurance
program, but with some conceptual
changes. Under Part A, each individual
would receive as a benefit his or her
accumulated employee-employer
contribution, plus interest.
Since the Part A benefit may not be
enough for some individuals or families
to exist at reasonable standards,
Dennis said, there is also a need for
Part B, patterned after the existing
Supplemental Security Income (SSI
progrom. Part B beneficiaries would
receive two checks — their Part A
entitlement based on employment
contributions and their Part B benefit
based on family need. Since Part B
benefits would be social subsidies and
not earned entitlements, they would be
financed from the general revenues,
subject to annual appropriation.
Dennis said NFIB's proposal "places
rationality and equity into the' benefit
structure from the beneficiaries'
perspective. That is not now true.
Persons who contribute don't
necessarily receive benefits; persons
who distil contribute may receive
benefits. Some are 'docked' for working
after retirement, while others having a
greater income receive the full benefit.
It simply doesn't make sense."
One obvious inequity which the plan
would solve, Dennis pointed out,
involves working wives. Under present
law, a wife who never works outside the
home is entitled to a Social Security
benefit equaling half of her husband's
benefit when he reaches retirement.
Thus, in order to get any Social Security
benefits resulting from employment
outside the home, a working wife must
have earned a Social Security
entitlement equaling More than half
that of her husband's. Under. the NFIB
plan, Dennis explained, both husband
and wife would be entitled to the full
amatint which they and their employers
had paid into the system.
NF IB's proposal also forces persons
not contributing to Social Security to
pay part of the subsidy given low
income retirees, Dennis said. "Since
Part B benefits Will be financed froth
general revenues, no person can escape
paying,his fair share. The Irgest group
affected will,be the approximately two
million . civilian Federal government .
employees and the approximately three
million state and local government
employees who now contribute
virtually nothing to the maintenance of
the low-income elderly."
Dennis noted that a phase-in period
would be needed to insure adequate
benefits to current retirees. "It is
important to recognize that we are not
advocating the reduction of benefits to
any current retiree or those planning to
retire," he said. "Our plan is tailored to
meet the future needs of the system."
The Carter Administration's plan
includes several proposals which would
directly affect small businesses. One
proposal calls for a phased-in
elimination of the wage ceiling
established for Social Security taxes.
Currently, an employer must pay
Social Security taxes only on the first
$16,500 of an employee's wages, with
this "wage base" increasing
automatically as average wage rates
rise. The Administration's proposal
would require employers to pay tax on
the full amount of their employees'
wages by 1981.
The Administration also proposes
increasing the payroll tax rate levied on
self-employed persons from 7 to 7.5 per
cent, and moving up by several years
the scheduled date for imposing an
additional one per cent increase in the
payroll tax rate for employirs and
employees.
Wilson S. Johnson, 'NFIB president,
said 15 to 20 per cent of small
businesses would be affected by the
wage ceiling proposal, but the typical
small firm would feel the greatest
impact from the proposed tax rate
increases.
"While the dollar increase per se may
seerh relatively small for the individual
firm," Johnson said, "it must be
viewed in historical perspective and in
light of other government-mandated
fixed cost increases."
Johnson said a $100 or even a $1,000
fixed cost increase "probably will not in
and of itself kill any small firm or
forbid entry of new firms. But it is this
$100 or $1,000 increase repeated ad
infinitum that is driving small business
to the wall.
"This trend simply cannot be .
sustained, but here we see the
President's Social Security proposals
doing precisely that."
Johnson said NFIB does not wish to
criticize the Carter Administration's
plan too severely since "Social Security
problems are not of its making and it •
was forced by circumstances into
immediate action.
"Our complaint lies with an
unimaginative response and a failure to
utilize this enormous opportunity to
review the entire Social Security
program."
NFIB is a nonprofit, nonpartisan
organization representing more than
515,000 small businessmen and
.businesswoman across,the country.
v"KL`,. • 41-$: 4"-Ve_ .
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Kevin Allbritten, 15, scores a walnut log the old-
fashioned way at The Homeplace 1850, a historical
research and demonstration project at Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre outdoor and recreation
area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Kevin is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. jimmy Allbritten of Murray.
(TVA Photo by Cynthia Easley)
Conference Scheduled
At Eastern University
The fourth annual Practical
Arts .Education Conference is
scheduled for Aug. 3-11 at
Eastern Kentucky University.'
The emphasis of the con-
ference will be on career
exploration in middle and
junior high school.•
This conference is one of
the largest inservtce
programs for career ex-
ploration in the United
States," said John Horton,
conference chairman and
assistant_ director of the
practical arts education unit
in the state Department of
Education. He said the
speakers and consultants are
national and "state leaders in
career exploration.
The two man speakers for
the event will be Dr. Lyman V.
Ginger, executive director of
the State Commission for Post
Secondary Education, and
Ray Corns, Commonwealth
attorney. Ginger will be
talking about the middle
school concept while Corns
will address the group on
teachers liability in the
classroom..
The eight-day conference-
will have a number of
workshops concerning career
exploration such as materials
and resources, staff-industry
exchange program, metrics,
teaching orientation to the
world of work, and relating
Class activities to the world of
work.
".,The practical arts
education program is proving
to be a viable alternative for
providing career exploration
experiences for middle and
junior high school students,"
said Horton. People are
becoming more concerned
with the problems involved
with. educating all children,
but the middle and high school
child seems to pose special
concerns. "This practical arts
education conference will
provide teachers and ad-
ministrators the expertise to
develop, and implement a
comprehensive career ex-
ploration program," he said.
Horton expects registration
for the conference to reach
300.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting John
Horton, Room 2112, Capital
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Sandra Gordon, 18, relaxes on a cabin porch after a
tour of The Homeplace 1850, a historical research and
demonstration area at Land Between The Lakes, TVA's
I70,000-acre recreation and public demonstration area
in western Kentucky and Tennessee. Sandra is the
daughter of Mi.ttennati [ Gordon of Owensboro, KY.
(TVA Mow by Cynthia brief)
•
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Cross Country, Track Should Be Strengthened -
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A lot of people may find
themselves soon learning a lot
more about track and cross
country than they 'ever
thought they would know.
The reason • Track and
cross country at Murray State
are going to be in the news on
more than a local basis.
MSU track coach Bill
Cornell has released a list of
recruits and if things go as
hoped, then people are going
to be hearing quite a bit about
the track and cross country
programs at Murray Syte.
The Racers will return a
fine nucleus for the cross
country season. Among the
returnees are Brian Rutter,
Martyn Brewer, Dave
Warren, Tony Keener, Pat
Vilas, Begins Drive Today For
His Fourth Title Of This Year
LOUISVILLE, Ky., (AP) —
Former champions Arthur
Ashe and Harold Solomon
joined second-seeded Eddie
Dibbs and third-seeded Dick
Stockton as first round win-
ners Tuesday in the $125,000
Louisville Tennis Classic.
But each had to overcome
problems before advancing in
' their quest to upend top-
seeded Guillermo Vilas of
Argentina, a two-time
Louisville champion who
comes to town fresh from a




Vitas begins his drive for a




By The Associated Press
American League
East
W L Pct. GB
Bait 56 42 .571
Boston 54 -42- .563 1
N York 54 44 .551 2
Cleve 43 51 :457 11
Detroit 44 53 .454 111/2
Milwkee 43 55 ' .439 13
Toronto 34 63 .351 21"2
West
Chicago 59 36 .621
K. C. 53 40 .570 5
Minn 55 44 .556 6
Texas 51 44 .537 8
Calif 46 49 .484 13
Seattle 44 58 .431 181/2
Oakland 41 56 .423 19
Tuesday's Results
Boston 4, Milwaukee 3
...Texas 14, Toronto 0
...New York 5, Baltimore 4, 10
things
,Chicago 8, Detroit 3
'Seattle 9, Minnesota 7
.Oakland 2, California 1
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Milwaukee ( Travers 3-5) at
Poston (Wise 7-4, n
Palmer 10-8) at
Slew York Figueroa 9-7), n
• Detroit (Arroyo 5-9) at
hica go ( Wood 5-2 ) , n
tleveland (Fitzrnorris 2-6) at
Kansas City ( Leonard 9-9, n
! California (Brett 7-5 ) at
Oakland ( Medich 6-4), n
?Minnesota Redfern 3-5 ) at.




Baltimore at New York
'Minnesota at Seattle
.,!-1'exas at Toronto, n
Cleveland at Kansas City, n




W L Pct. GB
Chicago 57 38 .600
Phila 57 40 .588 1
Pitts 56 42 .571 21/2
S Louis 52 46 .531 61/2
Montrea147 50 .485 11
N York 40 57 .412 18
West
Los Ang 61 38 .616
Cinci 48 47 .5( 11
Houston 46 54 .460 65"2
S Frttn 46 55 .455 16
S Diego 43 59 .422 191/2
Atlanta 65 62 .361 25
Tuesday's Results
Chicago 3, Cincinnati 0
r: Pittsburgh 3, Houston 2
S• t. Louis 4, Atlanta 2
‘.."Lips--Arigeles-5-I,PfulticlerpEa
1-5
4 7 San Diego 4-2, Montreal 3-5,
id game 15 innings
New York 8, San Francisco 3
. Wednesday's Games
• ‘-' Cincinnati (Soto 0-0 and
Seaver_ 10-5 ) at Chicago
(Krukow 7-7 and Burris 9-10)
New York ( Matlack 5-12) at
San Francisco ( Knepper 4-4)
. Houston (Larson 0-3) at
Pittsburgh (Jones 2-4), n
Atlanta (Solomon 1-1) at St.
Louis (Underwood 5-6), n
Montreal (Bahnsen 6-2) at
Ilan Diego Griffin 5-8), n
Philadelphia (Christenson 9-
5) at Los Angeles (Sutton 10-5),
Thursday's Games
::•Cincinnati at Chicago
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Houston at Pittsburgh, n
7: 
at St. Louis, nAtlanta
games scheduled III\
 
Dibbs, of Miami Beach,
Fla., flirting with the disaster
that befell him last year,
rallied from a first set loss to
defeat Ramiro Benavides of
Bolivia 2-6, 6-0, 6-2 in first
round, play,
Joining Dibbs on the win-
ning side was Stockton, of
Carrollton, Texas, who
defeated Deon Joubert of
France 7-5, 6-0.
Solomon, from Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla., the fifth-
seeded defending champion,
was extended to three sets by
Ivan Molina of Columbia
before winning 6-1, 6-7, 6-4.
The sixth-seeded Ashe, of
Miami, who won this tour-
nament in 1972, showed the
effects of a six-month layoff
because of a foot injury in
defeating Sashi Menon of
India 7-6, 6-1.
"I'm just glad to be here,"
said Ashe. "The less I say
about the foot, the better, If I
didn't think my foot could go
all the way, I wouldn't be
here."
Dibbs was seeded second in
last year's Louisville tour-
nament but was shocked in the
opening round when he lost to
Ricardo Cano.
For one set Tuesday, Dibbs
looked to be facing another
opening round surprise.
But, after briefly faltering
before Benavides' baseline
assault, Dibbs asserted
himself to win the two
deciding sets handily.
Although his upset bid fell
short, Benavides could take
heart in the scare he gave
Dibbs, since he had to go
through three qualifying
matches last weekend just to
earn the spot opposite the
second-seeded player.
Like Dibbs, Stockton had
some trouble with Joubert but
made the match a rout by
winning the last eight games,
including four breaks of his
opponent's service.
Brian Fairlie of New
Zealand, seeded 12th, ad-
vanced with a 6-3, 6-2 defeat of
Jean Louis Haillet of France.
No. 13 Dick Crealy of
Australia beat John Yuill of
South Africa 6-2, 6-4.
However, Ray Moore of
South Africa, seeded 15th,
wasn't as lucky. He was upset
3-6,6-1, 6-4 by Bernie Mitton in
a match that was completed
Tuesday after being rained
out in the third set on Monday.
YACHTING
NEWPORT, R. I. — Skipper
Lowell North of Enterprise
turned the tables on rival sail-
maker Ted Hood and In-
dependence, winning a pair of
America's Cup trials and
ending Hood's three-race
winning streak against En-
terprise.




something new at the
Southeast Missourian tennis
tournament for 1977.
—It's under the USTA
(United States Tennis
Association ) sanction.
—And, the Missourian has
joined forces with the Cape
County Tennis Association.
The 1977 tournament,
scheduled Aug. 11-12 (Juniors)
and Aug. 13-14 (Open), will get
underway at 9 a. m. each day
at SEMO State University.
The youth division includes
four classes for both boys and
girls:
—Boys, 18-under; 16-under;
14-under and 12-under both
singles and doubles.
—Girls, 18-under; 16-under;
14-under and 12-under both
singles and doubles.
Entry fees for the youth
tournament are $1.00 for
singles and $2.00 for doubles
teams, plus a can of tennis
balls — Yellow — for each
event.
Entry deadline for youth is
Aug. 4. Send fees to Juniors




The Open portion of the
tournament is set Aug. 13-14,
with play to start at 9. a. m.
daily. Fees for the Open is $4
singles and $5 doubles teams.
Open divisions include:
—Men's open singles and
doubles.
—Women's open singles and
doubles.
—Men's 35-over singles and
doubles.
—Mixed doubles.
Men's 45-over singles and
doubles.
Entries should be submitted
before Aug. 6.




Members of the Cape
County Tennis Association
will conduct the tournament
with Gordon McBride in
charge of the Open divien,
and Joe Hunter, director of the
Juniors event.
Inquiries may be\ made to
Ray Owen, Southeast
Missourian, 314-335-6611, or to
Gordon McBride, 314-335-8779.
All entrants must be
members of the USTA. In-
clude USTA card number with
entry. Memberships may be
obtained for the USTA at the
tournament.
Trophies will be awarded in
junior action, and prizes will
be given in Open competition.
Murray Second Team Out
Of Pony League Tourney
The Murray Pony League
All-Star Second Team was
eliminated in tourney play ?pl.
Paducah Tuesday night.
Mayfield Number Two took
a 12-3 win and handed the
Murray team its second
consecutive loss in the double
elimination tourney.
Mayfield scored three times
in the first, the big hit being a
two-run single by Richie
Coleman. Mayfield had just
one homerun in the game, that
being a two-run shot in the
fifth by John Redd.
• Murray got its first run in
the third to trail 3-1 but in the
last of the third, Mayfield
added two rugs and the game
was never close again.
The other two runs for
Murray _came in the sixth
inning when in his first trip to
the plate in the contest, Mark
Denham :Jammed a two-fin
homer.
Jim Blalock was the win-
ning hurler for Mayfield. He
fanned 13 men and gave up
five walks.
— For Murray, Kelly - Rogers,
Denham and Jamie Morganti
all had one hit apiece.
The Murray All-Stars First
Team will play tonight against
Paducah. The game was to
have been the first contest but
has been moved back to 8 p.m.
Should Murray win tonight,
they could possibly wrap up




Foster-ct  3 I
Smith-c. .  0 0







Denham- I b P   I 1
Starks-ss 3 0
Payne-p 2 0








Add to that list Dave Raf-
ferty and Jerry Odlin and
MSU just might be able to
finish among the top 10 teams
in the nation this coming
season. In fact, Murray State
may be the team to beat this
year in the Ohio Valley
Conference, which has long
been dominated by the
English Brigade of Western
Kentucky.
Rafferty is a transfer from
the University of Louisville.
He will be a sophomore in
eligibility. He is from Harlow,
Essex, England. He paid his
own way through school this
past year at Murray and now
becomes eligible for com-
petition here.
His best time in the 800
meters is 1:49.4 when he ran
unattached in a meet this
spring. He finished behind
freshman sensation Dave
Warren of Murray State who
recorded a 1:49.3 in the race.
Since then, Warren has
lowered his 800-meter time
down to the 1:47's.
At the Dogwood Relays this
past spring, again running
unattached, Rafferty
recorded a 3:45.3, 15004neter
time and that is equal to a
4:03.3 mile, which betters
Brewer's school record of
4:04.4 in the mile.
Rafferty finished in the top
five in the 1500 meters at the
USTFF Meet in Wichita last
spring and was named as All-
American for his per-
formance.
Cornell said he hopes
Rafferty will be among the top
three cross country runners
this fall for the Racers.
Odlin is a prize recruit. He is
a freshman and is from
London.
His 1500-meter time is 3:48.7
which equals a 4:06.7 mile.
Not bad for a freshman, you'
say?
Try this one out: Odlin has
run a 14:06 in the 5000 meters
and that simply means, by
converting to the other
system, Odlin has run the
three-mile in 13:36,, which is
better than the school record
of 13:40.1 held by former All-
American Jim Krejci.
Odlin made the Great
Britain Junior National Cross
Country Team this year.
Cornell said he expects
Odlin to challenge for the top
spot on the cross country team
this fall.
Cornell has also signed an
Olympian.
Everton Cornelius of St.
Johns, Antigua, represented
his nation at the Olympic
Games in Montreal last
summer. He participated in
the long jump where his
previous best mark is 25-01/2
At Murray, he will long
jump and will probably also be
in the triple jump. In addition,
he is a sprinter, having
recorded a 10.5 in the 100
meters and a 21.6 in the 200
meters. Those times equal a
9.6 100-yard dash and a 21.9 for
the 220-yard dash. Cornelius
will be a freshman.
The fourth recruit is Darryll
Ash of Miami, Florida.
His previous personal bests
are 9.5 ( wind-aided) in the 100-
yard dash and 21.6 for the 220-
yard dash.
There are several walk-ons
who have indicated they will
be coming to MSU.
John Hollnway is from
Sikeston, Mo., and will be a
freshman. He is basically an
all-around athlete, having
personal bests in high school
of 6-4 in the high jump, 12-6 in
the pole vault, 22-0 in the long
jump, 39.5 in the 330-
intermediate hurdles and 180
feet in the javelin.
At Murray State, he is ex-
pected to become a javelin
thrower. Cornell said that
Holloway will also be used
some as a backup man in the
field events.
Tom Mracek, who came to
Murray from Lincoln Land
Junior College then sat but
last year to work, will be
returning to MSU as a walk-
on.
He has a personal best of
49.1 in the 440-yard dash and a
1:53.2 in the 880-yard dash.
Cornell said Mracek will
concentrate on the 440 twhere
the Racers are a bit short.
Murray's best 440 performer
is Norman Simms who has a
best performance time of 47.6
John Dixon of Humbolt, Tn ,
has indicated he will be
enrolling at Murray State. He
has a personal best of 180 feet
in the discus. Because of the
weight difference, that equals
approximately 160 feet with a
college discus and that mark
will be good enough to place in
quite a few meets.
"Our school record is 156
feet so it seems that Dixon has
some potential. If he comes
along as expected, he could
earn himself a scholarship
after his freshman year,"
Cornell said.
Cornell has only a half
scholarhsip left, and is still
trying to recruit. That simply
means it's a "room and meal"
scholarship and the athlete
who accepts it must pay his
own tuition. In fact, Cornell
had only three scholarships to
recruit with for this coming
track and cross country
season.
The OVC allows only 12
scholarships to field an entire
track and cross country team.
-If it seems our recruiting
has leaned a little more
toward cross country than
track, it has," Cornell said.
We had recruiltci toward
cross country for one reason.
In the All-Sports Trophy race,
cross country and track had
been equal. First place in the
OVC meant 16 points, second
place meant 14 and so on
down.
"We felt that with the cross
country men we had retur-
ning, it would be easier to field
a top-notch team and score
more points in cross country
this year than we could have if
we'd tried recruiting more
men for track and scoring
more points in that sport.
"But now, they've changed
the rules around on us.
Whereas the OVC Indoor
Championships didn't count
toward the All-Sports Trophy,
they will now and thus cross
country, outdoor track and
indoor track will all be equal.
First place will now be worth
eight points, second place
seven and on down to one for
last."
Cross country and track
coaches had voted 8-0 to keep
the system used last year of 16
points for cross country and
track and none for the indoor
meet; however, they were
over-ridden.
Though he will not be
eligible until another year,
Chris Sly will be a name to be




wanted in connection with the





FBI agent in charge of Ken-
tucky, said the 30-year-old
McCandless arranged to give
himself up in Lexington.
Cooke said the 10-year-old
broodmare, Fanfreluche,
valued at $500,000, still was
missing. The horse was taken
June 25 from Claiborne Farm
near Paris, Ky.
cross country fans.
Sly, who will be coming it,
Murray this fall from a
university in England, is from
Hounslow, Middlesex.
Cornell had tried to recruit
him a year ago but he turned
the offer down. But after
hearing of the success of Dave
Warren at Murray, Sly
decided to transfer.
At the time of the agreement
to come to Murray, Sly had
run a 1:50.8 for the 880-yard
clash and a 4:06 for the mile.
But this past weekend, Sly
recorded a 3:41-plus in the
1500 meters and that is equal




Morgan became the youngest
person to swim the English
Channel when he reached the
French coast at Wissant near











A78-13 or B78-13 blackwall plus $1 .73 or




(1) Tough fiberglass belts
for strength
(2) Resilient polyester cord
body for ride
(3) Goodyear quality for
dependability you can count on

























Additional Sizes Sale Priced
SPECIAL SALE





Plus $2.41 F E.T
And old tire.
RAIN CISME - If we sell out of your size we will























8 Additional parts extraif needed
2-Wheel Front Disc: Install new front disc brake pads • Repack
and inspect front wheel bearings • Inspect calipers, hydraulic
System and rotors (does not include rear wheels)
OR
4-Wheel Drum-type: Install new brake linings all four wheels
• Repack front wheel bearings • Inspect drums and brake





You paw only once. FREE rebal-
ancing, if seeded, at Goodyear
Store doing the original balanc-
ing
'for the life of the tread bal-
anced, as long as tire is not
dismounted from wbeel
/Goodyear RevolvingJust Say 'Charge It Charge Account
use any of these
other ways to buy:





oney Card • Carte




5$ 88 igrd 51(;:i/ gts. ofbran
• Complete chassis lubrication and oil change • Helps
ensure long wearing parts and smooth, quiet perfor-
mance • Includes light trucks
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check
Front-End Alignment
$1388 U.S. made cars —parts extra if needed
Excludes front-
wheel drive cars
• Complete analysis and alignment correction — to in-
crease tire mileage and improve steering • Precision
equipment, used by experienced mechanics, helps en-





See Your Independent Dealer For His
Price and Credit Terms. Prices As Shown
At Goodyear Service Stores In All Corn.
munitles Served By This Newspaper. Ser.
vices Not Available At Starred locations.
Mgr. R. Cartwright




Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Doily - Oven Friday until 8:00 p.m.
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Candelaria Literally Knocked




League East hopes have taken
a twist in two directions.
Pitcher John Candelaria
scattered four hits before
being literally knocked out of
the game in the eighth inning
Tuesday night as the Pirates
beat the Houston Astros, 3-2.
Candelaria, 11-3, was hit in the
left forearm when Wilbur
Howard smashed a line shot
back to the mound.
"I thought something was
broken, the way he went
down," said Rich Gossage,
who replaced Candelaria on
the mound. He didn't even go
after the ball when he was hit.
Usually your tiodt,044Reeiyti:
look around for the ban and
try to make a play. Then you
fall down or crawl to the
dugout. '
A team spokesman said X-
rays taken following the game
were negative. The left-
hander had wanted to wait
until today, but was directed
to seek immediate medical
attention by General Manager
Pete Peterson.
But if the Pirates were upset
by Candelaria's accident, they
were lifted by Gossage's relief
performance.
Catcher Ed Ott, whose
seventh-inning home run
proved to be the game-winner,
was impressed by the
reliever, who had been
sidelined for a week with a
pulled muscle in his rib cage.
"Gossage was throwing
harder than I've ever seen
him throw," Ott said.
Cubs 3, Reds 0
Rick Reuschel hurled a
three-hitter and Jose Cardenal
provided the power as Chicago
t'..:..idted slumping Cincinnati.
Cardenal smashed a home
run and a double and scored
two runs as Reuschel became
the first NL pitcher this
season to win 14 games. It was
the second straight shutout for
Reuschel, 14-3, who stretched
his string of shutout innings at
home to 34 2-3.
Hernandez Gets First
I nside-Park-Homerun
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Keith Hernandez was all set to apply
the brakes at third base when his coach's signal caught his
eye.
Waved on by Jack Krol, the St. Louis Cardinals infielder
churnedonrubbety legs to his first inside-the-park home eun
Tuesday night - just barely. ' •
"It was a long 90 feet," said Hernandez while relaxing in a
:uniform coated with dirt following a 4-2 Cards victory over
the Atlanta Braves.
"I just ran out of gas," he explained of an inartistic belly
slide needed to reach home plate. "I'd never hit an inside-the-
park home run in my life. I figured the outfielders had muf-
fed it up or else the ball bounced back toward the infield."
Hernandez' homer, his ninth, highlighted a three-run St.
Louis uprising in the opening inning at the expense of Braves
right-hander Dick Ruthven, 3-7.
Lou Brock opened with a single and stole second base, the
883rd of his major league career, later scoring on Ted Sum-
mons' two-out single.
Hernandez then worked the count to 1-1 and walloped a
Ruthven change-up over the head of Rowland Office in center
field.
The drive caromed off the base of the wall, skipping away
from Office's grasp. Leftfielder Gary Matthews finally
retrieved the ball but was too late to nail the Cards' runner.
Hernandez' aggressive running and similar daring by Hec-
tor Cruz while scoring in the fourth from first baseman Mike
Phillips' double were lauded by Cards Manager Vern Rapp.
"It reminded me of one of those airplanes that used to
come in with their fuselages on the ground and their noses
up," said Rapp of Hernandez' slide.
"I want to congratulate Jack Krol for his third base
coaching," added Rapp. "They (Hernandez and Cruz) were
two big runs. I think it showed that both baseruruiers weren't
just satisfied to stop at third."
After Cruz boosted St. Louis' lead to 4-0, reliever Clay
Carroll was hammered for Atlanta infielder Willie Montariez'
14th home run of the year, a mammoth solo shot in the sixth
inning.
Junior Moore doubled and Darrel Chaney and pinch-hitter
Brian Asselstine both singled off Carroll to produce another
Braves run in the seventh, but Buddy Schultz came on to
check the rally with the aid of a double play.
Cards starter Bob Forsch, 13-4, departed with a recurrence
of strained lower back muscles after pitching a two-hitter
through five scoreless innings.
"I'm sure it won't hinder his ability to make any other start
unless something happens that's unforeseen," said Rapp.
"He's had this condition on and off all the time."
The defending world
champion, Reds lost their
eighth straight game and are
just one game above .500 at 48-
47.
Dodgers 5-1, Pinnies 6-5
Home runs by Bake Mc-
Bride and Terry Harmon
backed Jim Lonborg's two-
hitter to give Philadelphia a 5-
1 victory after the Dodgers
had won the opener by an
identical score.
Glenn Burke snapped a 1-1
tie with a run-scoring double
in the seventh inning of the
first game. Two more Dodger
runs scored in the inning on a
wild pitch and a passed ball.
In the nightcap, Luzinksi
slugged his 22nd home run,
McBride slammed his seventh
and Harmon his second. Both
McBride's and Harmon's
homers were two-run shots.
Meta 8, Giants 3
' Three hits each by Len
Randle and Felix Milian
paced New York to its victory
over San Francisco. Winner
Pat Zachry, 5-10, collected two
hits of his own and gave up 20
hits, including Willie Mc-
Covey's 481st career homer,
before he was relieved in the
eighth.
Padres 4-2, .Expos 3-6
2nd game, 15 innings
A pinch double by Tony
Perez in the top of the 15th
inning snapped a 1-1 tie and
led Montreal to its victory
over San Diego and a split of
their twinight doubleheader.
The Padres won the first game
4-3 on Gene Richards' RBI




The least expensive camera
that takes 5 types of film.
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Murray North Advances
To Tourney Title Game
A five-run outbreak in the
top of the third inning proved
to be the difference Tuesday
night as Murray North won
over Murray West 11-7 in a
battle of Kentucky League All-
Star teams at the Mayfield
City Park.
In the other semifinal
contest, Mayfield Number
Four took a 5-2 win over
Mayfield Number Two. The
championship game of the
tourney will be held Thursday
at the Mayfield City Park.
According to the tournament
schedule, the game is to be
played at 7 p.m.
Murray West held a 4-3 lead
over Murray North after the
first two innings but the five
runs in the third by North
changed things around.
Tim Lackey opened the
third for Murray North with a
single and after Jeff Kenyon-
walked, Scott Nix walked to
load the bases. After two men
had been retired and the bases
were still loaded, Alan Mc-
Clard doubled for two RBI's
and gave North a 5-4 lead.
Then Mark Waldrop followed
with another two-run double'
and Murray North never.
trailed again.
In the home half of the third
inning, Murray West made it
8-6 as Todd Ross hit a towering
homerun, scoring himself and
Marlin Cochrum who had
Local Swimmers Close
Out Season By Winning
The Murray Swim Team
ended its season on a suc-
cessful note Tuesday at
Madisonville with a 417-365
win over their hags.
With the win, Murray
finished with a 4-4 record for
dual meets.
Chris Franklin and
Charlotte Shroat were the big
winners for Murray. Each
won five individual events and
finished with 29 points on the
afternoon. Martha Pitman
had four first places and
finished with 27 points while
Eric AbazoriS had three firsts
and had 21 total points.
Others who scored in double
digits for the Murray Swim
Team included Rob
Marquardt 16, Charla Walston
14, Eric Easley 13, Laura
Farris 12, Shannon
Christopher 12, Tim Greer 12,
Mark Whiteford 11 and Julie
Billington 11.
The awards banquet for the
local swimmers will be held at
the Murray-Calloway County
Park pool at 5 p.m. Thursday.
Here are the Murray results
from the meet yesterday:
cart's heats
Malley by
eight and under 1. Claris Walston,
Liz Marquardt, Shannon Christopher
and Laura Farris.
10 and under: 2. Leslie Franklin, Mel
Jackson, Erin Burke and Gretta
SilePartl.
12 and under: I. Charlotte Shroot,
Kate Shepard, Susanne Pitman and
Missy Conner.
14 and under. 1 Martha Pitman, Kim
McCosrt, Kathy Walston and Mary Anne
Cavell.
13-111: 2. Julie Billington, Sharon
Snyder, Leslie Hunter and Kathy May
siz and undehr!eitegan Cappock, 2
Mary Morgan.
eight and under. 1. Laura Farris, 2.
Shannon Owistopher. .
10 and under: 2. Liza Farris, 3, Leslie
Fraoklin.
12 and under. L Charlotte Shroat, 3.
Kate Shepard.
14 and under: 1. Mary Anne Duvall, 2.
Martha Pitman.
15-18: 2. Julie Billington.
Beicksfraus
uf%I.tatrad wider 2. Dana Morton, 3B .
10 and wider: 3. Gretta Shepard.
12 and under: 1. Charlode Shand, 2.
Kate Shepard.
14 and wider 1. Martha Pitman.
15-18. 2. Leslie Hunter, 3. Julie
BS Iling.ton.
hativigeal fiedey
eight and under: 1. Marla Walston, 2.
Laura Farris.
band wider: 3. Erin Burke.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shroat.
14 and under: 1. Martha Pitman, 3.
Kim McCoert.
13-13. 2. Julie Blllington.
Breaststroke
eight and under 1. Charla Walaton.
10 and under: 3. Margy Burchfield.
12 and under: 1. Charlotte Shroat, 2.
Suzanne Pitman.
14 and under: 1 Martha Pitman. 2
Kathy Walatan.
15-18: 2. Kathy May. 3 Julie
Billington.
Butterfly
eight and under 1 Shannon
Chriatopher, 3. La Marquardt
10 and wider 2 Mel Jackson
12 and under 1 Charlotte &root. 3
Kate Shepard
14 and under 1 Martha Pitman, 2
Kim McCoert.
1318 3 Julie Billington
Preattyle Wiry
eight and under 1. Shannon
1.'harg:ntcri7nd Laura Farrisr
, Cherie Walstai Megan
10 and under 2 Erin Burke, Leslie
Franklin, laa Farris and Mel Jackson
12 and under 1 Charlotte throat.
Suzanne Pitman, Missy C.onner and W-
hiny Taylor.
14 and under: 1 Martha Pitman, Kim
McCoart, Kathy Walston and Mary Anne
Duvall.
13-18: 1. Julie Billington, Kathy May,
Leslie Hunter and Susan Snyder
Bars' thisola
eight and under: "le.ric Abasoria,
Eric Easky, Woody Callahan and Tim
Greer.
10 and under: 1. Rob Marquardt,
Chris Franklin, Jim Whitlow and John
Hassell.
12 and wider: 2. Rob Marquardt, Chris
Franklin, Tim Burchfield and Mike
Holloway.
15-18: 2. Mark Peebles, Mark
Whiteford, Clay Furches and Chip ur-
chew
six and under!' ? Nil.
eight and under: 1. Eric Abe:oils, 2.
Tim Greer
10 and under: I. Chris Franklin, 2. Rob
Marquardt.
12 and under: 3. Thu Burdsfield.
14 and under: 3. Mark Whiteford.
15-18. 2. Clay Furches, 3. Chip Fur-
chea.
Backstroke
eight and under. 1 Tun Greer, 3. Eric
Easier
10 and under: 1. Chru Franklin, 2. Rob
Marquardt.
12 under: 3. kr e Holloway
14 aral wider: 1 Mark Whiteford, 3.
Kent Evennieyer.
15-13: 2. Clay Furches.
laghrigual tauley
right and under: 1 Eric Abazoris. 2.
Woody Callahan.
bland wider: 1. Chris Franklin, 2. Rob
Marquardt, 3. John Hassell.
12and wider: 3. Mike Holloway.
14 and under: 2. Mark Whiteford, 3.
Mark Hawing.
15-18: 2. Mark Peebles, 3 Chip Fur-
dies
Breastareke
eight and under. 1 Eric Eaaley
10 and under: 1. Chris Franklin, 2 Rob
Marquardt.
12 and under: 3 Mike Holloway
14 and wider. 2. Mark Humming
1548: 2. Chip Furches, 3 Mark
Peebles.
eight and todealr'neic Abasoris. 2.
Eric Easley.
10 and wider: 1 Chris Franklin, 2 Jun
Whitlow.
12 and under: 2. Mike Holloway
14 and wider: I. Mart Whiteford, 3.
Mark Huaning.
15-18: 3. Mark Peebles
Freestyle
eight and under: 11'.47ric Abaroris,
Woody Callahan, Tim Greer and Eric
Easley.
10 and wider: I. Rob Marquardt, John
Hassell, Chris Franklin, and Eric
Abazais.
12 and under: 2. ?dike Holloway, Tim
Burchfield, Rob Marquardt and Chris
Franklin.
14 and under: 1. Mark Whiteford. Andy
Dunn, Mark Humans and Kent Ever-
aneyer.
15-13: 2. Clay Furchai, Chip Furches,
Mark Peebles aid Mark Whiteford
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK - The New
York Knicks and the New
York Nets reached an it of
court agreement which will
permit the Nets to move their
National Basketball





Walker of New Zealand ran
the fastest metric mile of the
year° to highlight an in-
ternational track and field
meet which ended at Olympic
Stadium.
Walker won the special
invitational 1,500-meter race
in 3 minutes 34.1 seconds, 1-9
seconds off the world record
held by Tanzania's F'ilbert
Bayi, but one-half second
faster than Walker's own
previous top time this sea sm.
Yankees Win Over Orioles To




Manager Billy Martin is a
man who recognizes an un-
derstatement when he hears
one.
Martin was asked whether
reached on a double. Tuesday night's 5-4, 10-inning
North put icing on the-eake --victory- ever-- Baltimore--had-
in the fifth inning with three solidified his position at the
more runs to move out to an helm of the Yankees.
11-6 lead. Kelly Steely' and He repeated the question
Jerry McCuiston had hits in rhetorically, then answered:
the frame. "That's the understatement of
Mark Waldrop worked the the year."
distance for Murray North. He "But I don't want to talk
fanned six men and walked six about that situation any
while scattering eight hits. • more," he added after the
There were several good Yankees moved to within two
defensive plays in the contest, games of the American
After Ross hit the homerun League East Division - leading
in the sixth to cut the North Orioles. "I just want to con-
lead to 8-6, Murray West went centrate in winning the
on to load the bases in the pennant."
same inning. But the threat Ironically, it was Reggie
ended when North rightfielder Jackson, the team member
Will Holt made a fine running with whom Martin has most
catch of a ball hit off the bat of openly feuded, and pinch-
West's Chuck Adams. Holt hitter Cliff Johnson who won
caught the ball over his the game for the defending AL
shoulder. . champion Yankees.
Holt made another fine Jackson, after singling
catch-of long-drive- in the home a run in the fourth, led
fourth* inning. off the bottom of the 10th with
For Murray West, Marlin
Cochrum had three hits to
Pace the attack while Todd
Ross added two.
For the winning Murray
North, Mark Waldrop, Jerry












Holt -rf  3 1





Amos-lb, c  3 2
Pons-cf 4 0
Cochrum-p,10 4 1
Floss-c, p 4 1
Kelso-is 3 0
Bolen-3b 3 0





North 125 030 11-9-1




The Oaks Junior In-
vitational Golf Tournament
will be held Thursday.
Play will be held in the
following age groups: nine
and under; 10 and 11; 12 and
13; 14 and 15; and 16 and over.
Buddy Bryant, the runnerup
in the Junior Black Patch last
week at Princeton, will be
entered as will Bobby
Pavelonis of Harrisburg, Ill.
Pavelonis was the Pee Wee
National Champion two years
ago.
There will be five places
awarded in each age group
and tee off time is set for 9 a.
m.
his 17th home run of the
season. Johnson's two-run belt
in the ninth tied the game.
Johnson was batting for
shortstop Bucky Dent, who got
the Yankees' other run with a
solo homer in the sixth.
In other American League
games, Boston nipped
'Milwaukee 4-3, Texas clouted
Toronto 14-0, Chicago beat
Detroit 8-3, Seattle downed
Minnesota 9-7 and Oakland
edged California 2-1.
Sparky Lyle, 8-3, got the
victory after relieving in the
ninth. Former Yankee Scott
McGregor, 1-2, the fourth
Orioles pitcher, got the loss.
Red Sox 4, Brewers 3
Boston right-hander Don
Aase, a 22-year-old rookie
called up from Pawtucket of
the International League
Tuesday morning, struck out
11 and scattered nine hits in
his debut.
Rick Miller singled home
file winning run in the seventh
to snap Boston's three-game
losing streak. Jim Rice got his
26th home run of the season in
Boston's three-run third
Inning.
Rangers 14, Blue Jays 0
Bert Blyleven, 10-9, hurled a
four-hitter and was backed by
17 Texas hits as the Rangers
handed the Blue Jays their
sixth loss in a row and their
16th in their last 20 games.
Kurt Bevacqua drove in
three runs with a home run
and a single, while Willie
Horton, CLaudell Washington
and Bert Campaneris each
drove in two runs.
White Sox 8, Tigers 3
Rickie Zisk drove in five
runs, three with his 20th home
run of the year, and Chicago
pitcher Chris Knapp, 9-4,
scattered five hits through 7 1-
3 innings. He gave way to
Dave Hamilton with the bases
loaded and one out in the
eighth.
Mariners 9, Twins 7
Dan Meyer drove in five
runs, three on his 14th homer
of the season, as Seattle held
on to snap a three-game losing
streak.
Rod Carew went two-for-
five with a three-run homer in
the fifth, to maintain a .388
average. Mike Cubbage also
homered for Minnesota.
Glenn Abbott, 4-7, went the
first five innings, and Diego
Segni, the fifth Mariners
pitcher, got his second save of
the season. Paul Thor-
modsgard, 8-7, left in Seattle's
three-run first inning and got
the loss.
A's 2, Angels 1
Rookie Larry Murray
tripled home two runs in the
eighth inning, and left-hander
Vida Blue, 10-11, pitched a
four-hitter to spoil Frank
Tanana's bid for win No. 13.
The Angels' ace left-hander,
now 12-7, had a two-hit shutout
going into the eighth. But a
single by Tony Armas and a
walk set the stage for
Murray's bases-clearing
triple.
Blue retired the last 16
batters for his llth complete
game of the year.
4tips Prob‘ii
WILMINGTON, Ohio (AP
- Mike McCormack, an
assistant coach with the
Cincinnati Bengals, must
believe in coming to grips with
a problem.
A false fire alarm sent the
slumbering football team,
which is training here, rushing
from a dormitory at 1:30 a. m.
Tuesday. But they couldn't get
back to sleep because the
alarm bell kept ringing.
The majority of the team
responded to the alarm but a
dozen slept through it. Mc-
Cormack went looking for the
alarm box after somebody
unsuccessfully • stuffed bed-
ding into the alarm bell. He
found the box on the third
floor. Now knowing how to
turn it off, McCormack ripped
the wires out.
A team spokesman said it
was not known whether the
alarm was triggered by a
prankster or an electrical
short circuit.
We'd like to ta kethis time to
Thank the following people and
businesses for their support
and help during the 1977
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair
John Lane Back Hoe Service



















Harvey Walker & Grew
Murray Bait Co.
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Save 26  cons$1• I5½ oz.
Drinks
Your Choice
10 oz. 6 bottle carton
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Register each tints you
ere in the stone kw the
$100 given ~ay each week —
This Week's Lois M. Rushing
Winner; Rt. 2 Dover
*Nothing to Boy *No Cards To Pend 'Al Yoe De Is
Register Each Tune Toe Are ke The Store Drewing Wed-
nesday at 1:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Therm*
Mornkig.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win. vAdutts
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Tractor Pull To Be Sponsored
By Calloway FFA On Saturday
The Calloway County
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America will be presenting
their annual Farm Tractor
Pp11 on Saturday, July 30 at
7:00 p. m. at the Calloway
County Fair Grounds.
The pull is open to tractors
and drivers from‘.Calloway
County and West Kentucky
and Tennessee. The entry fee
wi * $5 and a tractor may
douole enter. The admission
will be $2 for adults, $1 ages 6-
12, and under 6 free.
The contest will be governed
by the judges with all
decisions final. Trophies will
be given to first, second, and












be first-$25, second-.$20, third-
$10, fourth-$5.00.
Classes —5,000 lb., 7,000 lbs,
9,000 lb. factory equipped - 18.4
tires; 12,000 lb. - no turbo-20.8
tires; 12,000 lb. - factory or
add-on (for farm use; 20.8
tires; 13,000 lb. - factory
equipped - 20.8 tires; 15,000 lb.
- open turbo - open tires - stock
fuel system.
Rules
No duals, cut tires or
chains;
All tractors must have hood
and grill;
Only field tractors will be
allowed;
No weights 24-inches beyond
front of tractor;
Drawbar length 18-inches
from center of rear wheel to
point of hood. Drawbar to be
stationary in all directions.
Maximum height 20-inches
from top of hitching device
parallel to ground;
Drawbar equipped with
clevis or steel hitching device
with a cross sectional
thickness of 74-inches and an
opening of 21/2-inches; _
No pressurized fuel system
except in U. L. approved
pressure tanks - no oxygen
allowed;
No portion of tractor may
interfere with sled or sled
hitch during pull;
All tractors must have












• SEALS and Crofts
In Concert
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 10th
At 7:30 m910:00. In tke eirteeditioaled newrewtisa miner. Tickets
aro t4I edvirece eiM 17 W the deer. Pee tickets, seed sell-addressed
seriaped seveitope ter Marten' Ky. $4tate Fair. P.O. Bea 325, Netilkie-
sville, Ky. 42240, Seed check or maw order. Please stew its skew
yae want. 7:30 Sr 10:00 p.n.
automatic shift, etc. per-
mitted;
Pull must remain within
boundaries of track;
Start with no-jerks; ---------
All equipment must pen
official inspection;
Pull is over when sled stops
or whistle blows;
All weights must be secured
to tractor in a safe position;
Any weight or external
parts lost while hooked to the
sled will mark pull at the place
of loss;
Contestant must pull in
position drawn. Excess delay
will cause disqualification;
Contestant will be allowed
two attempts and 50 feet to
start the sled;
$50 protest fee, must be
made before pull.
Safety Rules
Tractors must be operated
in a safe manner at all times;
Operator must be seated at
all times and have tractor
under control at all times.
Tractor must be stopped
when whistle is blown or
forward motion has ended;
No alcoholic beverages
before pull or pallet will be
disqualified;
All tractors must be in
neutral or park when being
hitched or unhitched.
All tractors with weights —
weights must be securely
fastened;
Wheel spinning and rearing
up will be at a minimum;
The Calloway County Fair
Board, FFA and all personnel
connected with the pull are not
responsible for accidents if
any should occur.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
V, 1977
Kentucky Purehaae Area Hog Market
Report Includes I Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 611 Est. 600 Barrows k
Gilts 1.25-1.75 lower mostly 1.50 Sows .50-
1.00 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 941.7S-42.2S
US 1-3 200-240 lb.. 041.5041.75
US 24 240-260 lbs.  941.00-41.50
US 3-4310-500 lbe  25-41.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 934.00-34.50
US 1-3 300-503 lbs. 134.00-35.00
(35 1-3 450450 lb.. 135.00-36.00
US 2,3 300-500 lbs.  $33.0034.00
Boars 24.00-26.50
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a m.
357.3, down .2.
Below dam 302.5, down .4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 357.3,
down .1.






From Us. Many Hy-Klas
Colors to Choose
From. Paints
Latex Flat Wall Paint
$5
50
Pe gal °Si 250 Pe gal
Any Kind You Want
INTERIOR
Latex




You Like - We'll
make it for you
Exterior Paint
$1 2682..
Pails Only $1 6" White Only
OIN 4,61.1101.1
Check Our Store For All Your Paint Needs First. We
aim to please. Paint and much more.
•Wollpaper • Wicker Shutters 'Unfinished Furniture 'Light Fixtures
*Carpet *Vinyl Floor (All major brands) °A wonderful gift line







Heavy duty motor oil for
year-round use Protycts







Vers.:mak! 16-poutoon lounge *vita chrome
finiih h•ary hobvka tram.. af• hoof,
vrop cowering.
Mimi-Vac LIQUID HANDLING SYSTEM
HosI fro Asoded basements. etc Miniature piano
system pumps up to 360 gals per. hour . pushes it
11SV or 1211. 07/MADK/UELIIS.. _31115
PIPE FITTINGS —all sizes
We have,a huge selection of steel pipe
and fittiags; copper tubiag and fittings:
plastic tubing. pips and fittings. sol-






' VA 171 Fl 01 (1 11.4








Supreme Latex 7 E-Z Kare
HOUSE PAINT P"* FlatEnamel_
Applies and dries fast One

















Ideal tar west yard and grodim
Ball bearing wheels roll easily.
Chrome-plated. ceariursils,
haom as. Siwoly kiwis, frau. fop
I. sumelas.112/alla
LAVATORY FAUCET
Crystal look handle controls temp and flow.
Without Pep-Up drain 07 84501 111.91
With Pep-Up *ant 0784521 24.95
KITCHEN FAUCET
Am active and practical single lever controls
IMF sod flow. Washerless. 07/87501 21.911
1191111 ROSE SPRAY. 07j81511 • ./11j0
Clip these Special Value
Coupons and SAVE MONEY!







Frees rusty parts, WD40
Capes Empires: 7.26-77
itrArr:1 Coupon per Custom.
SUMMER_COUPON





























Shines protects 6 01 7224 Washable, long lasting. XL70
C•aixo• 6•0••• 7-26-77' coiim EzP". 7-26-77 







With "freezer lid" 7000





'LIMIT :1 Coupon per Customer
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—Kansas-Now Faces Problem Of-Too Muth Wheat
;TOPEKA, Kan. AP) —Too
Ouch dry weather in the
Winter and too much rain in
the spring brought predictions
of doom for the winter wheat
crop. But the harvest is almost .
complete M Kansas now —
and the problem is too much
wheat. '-
Elevators are full, prices
are low and the wheat
carry-over nationally from
previous years is estimated at
more than 1 billion bushels.
The State Crop and
Livestock Reporting Service
earlier this month estimated
Kansas wheat production at
381.3 million bushels, which
would rank it close to the 1973
record harvest of 384.8 million
bushels.
The wheat in surplus stocks
and this year's production are
said to be enough to furnish
the United States with all the
wheat it needs for five years
even if no more wheat is
grown.
U.S. wheat production this
year has been estimated by
the Agriculture Department
at more than 2.04 billion
bushels, five per cent less the
1976 record of about 2.15
billion bushels.
As of June 1, the nation's
wheat reserve was more than
1.1 billion bushels, the most in
14 years.
A large wheat surplus
traditionally has not affected
the price consumers pay for a
loaf of bread because
middleman costs make up
most of that price.
• • We . realize we
overproduced," said Wendell
White, who with his father
farms 2,500 acres of dryland
wheat near Goodland in
western Kansas.
."Wsk was sneesweaed - bv
the government (in ISM to
plant more becalms more
wheat was needed." be said.
"We would have been better
off if we'd ignored what they
were saying."
Just because prices are low,
he said, farmers can't turn off
the faucet of production,
mainly because the banker
still wants his payments on
land, interest and machinery.
Earl Hayes of Stafford, in the pest three years, going
president of the Kansas hum 111.1111 a. barbel early hi
Associados _ Wiest —1974 to babas& SUSS and a
Growers, figures much of the bushel now.
wheat will find its way into the "If the grain isn't available
federal government's loan to the market, the price might
program under which the go up a little," Hayes said. "I
farmer borrows $2.25 a bushel, think that is the feeling of
the current loan rate, and many of the farmers. -
gives the government his
Palo as collateral- The Vein, The Nile River, the world's
then, can be forfeited to the longest, flows 4,157 miles from
government if prices don't its source in Rwanda to its
Improve, mouth on Egypt's Mediterra-
Wheat prices have declined nean mud-
lab mit mil um -.... ....
Vie... r.
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Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.




Now you con convert your present SOW or 4000 Reel

















Kills fleas up to 4
months. Choice of











Regular Scent 3 oz

















T-3 (3 gun) $395
Prices Good through Sunday
For Short Hair - Regular or




For Baby - And You. No
more tears. 11 oz. Bottle.
• MI • • .a • II • •
























For heaters & air conditioners
Asst. Sizes 77 ea.
Extra strong - fast- gentle 30 tablets
Crest
Toothpaste
Choice of Regular or, Mint









































8 Ft. Commercial $01727 Sells Elsewhere
225 lb. Rati • A 35.99


























ta 1 1VIodem Style, large arabic numerals for easy
10 • 2 readability, sweep 
second hand, sweep alarm























3/4" Drive - 12 Piece
Socket Set
1-5/8" to 15/16 with 8" extortion bar
















































Sale wiN start July
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SUGAR 5 lb. 85°
* FROZEN FGGDS*
Frosty Acres
FROSTY WHIP 9 °z
Frosty Acres
PIE SHELLS 2-9" Shells 1119
Frost/ Sees
FISH STICKS.. 89°





We Have Home Grown
Shelled Peas & Beans
U.S. No. 1 Red
POTATOES 10 lb.
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Mrs. John (Ruth Nall)
Pasco of 306 North 14th Street,
Murray, died this morning at
12:30 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 58
years of age and her death
followed an extended illness.
The Murray woman had
been a teacher and librarian
in the Murray City Schools for
the past fifteen years, and had
received the ,1976 award for
the Outstanding Grade School
Media Center in Kentucky.
She was a member of the First
Christian Church and the
Christian Women's
Fellowship of the church.
Mrs. Pasco had served as
president of • the Murray
Ruth Nall rase°
Woman's Club being a
- member of the Music and Zeta
Departments of the club, as
past president of the Murray
Education Association, and
was a member of the
Daughters of the American
Revolution. She was a charter
member of the Sigma Sigma
Sigma social sorority of
Murray State University, and
was a 1943 graduate of MSU
being named as outstanding
senior girl. She received her
Master's degree in August
1963 and had done post
graduate work in 1964-66.
The Murray librarian was
listed in the 1973 edition of
Outstanding Elementary
Teachers of America. Born
August 15, 1918, in Fulton, she
was the daughter of the late
William Clayton Nall, Sr., and
Birdie Weatherford Nall. She
and her husband, U. Colonel
(Ret.) Pasco, who survives,
were married June 6, 1943.
Survivors include her
husband; one daughter, Mrs.
James Edwin (Patricia Lynn)
Jones, Lexington; four sons,
John, Jr., and Thomas Steven
Pasco, Murray, William Nall
and James Humphrey Pasco,
Lexington; one. grandson,
John Pasolg[1.,
The funeral will be held
Friday at two p. m. at • the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Fundal Home with the Rev.
Fred Morton officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
today (Wednesday).
The family requests ,that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the Ephraim McDowell
Community Cancer Network,
Inc., 915 South Limestone




H. E. Davis, father of Mrs.
Charles (Barbara) Chilcutt of
Murray, died Saturday at the
Allen County War Memorial
Hospital, Scottsville. He was
79 years of age and had been in
ill health for sometime.
The deceased_ was preceded
in death by his wife, Mrs.




Murray, Mrs. Lolita Landers,
Scottsville, Mrs. Louise
Zilligen, Chicago Heights, Ill.,
and Mrs. Edith Thibideau,
Homewood, Ill.; one son,
Warner Davis, Bowling




and Debbie 'Chilcutt of
Murray; eleven 'great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Monday at the chapel of the-T.
W. Crow and Son Funeral
Home, Scottsville, with burial






Funeral services for Mrs.
Moline Haley, widow of
Charlie Haley, Almo Route
One, will be held Thursday at
two p: m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev.' Layne Shanklin
and the Rev. Eura Mathis
officiating. Leland Peeler will
be in charge of the 'music.
Active pallbearers will be
Aaron, Oren, Charles M., and
Paul Burkeen, Bennie
Herndon, and Jimmy R.
Haley. Honorary pallbearers
will be Carl Crisp, Earl Lee,
Laverne Wallis, Jim Burkeen,
Rob Jones, and Wilburn
Herndon. Burial will follow in
the Temple Hill Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Haley, age 73, died
Tuesday at five a. m. at her
home. A member of the
Temple Hill United Methodist
Church, she was the daughter
of the late Danny and Martha
Hopkins Griffin.
The Calloway woman is
survived by one step
daughter, Mrs. Polk , Tyler,
one stepson, Joe Rob Haley,
and one sister, Mrs. Mattie
Burkeen, all of Almo Route
One; one brother, Gobel




Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First ,,f Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, areas ',Wows:
Heublein Inc 22% 7.1-4
McDotudds Corp. 47 II%
Ponderosa Systems rt unc
Kimberly Clark 44% -%
Union Carbide 46% -I
W . R. Grace 29% -%
Texaco 29½ Ati
General Elec. 54% As
GAF Corp 11 Ai
Georgia' Pacing  az. ..v.
Pfizer • 311% -%
Jim Walters 31% A4
Kirsch 16% +tt
Disney 36% -44
Franklin Mint 10% unc
Prices of stocks of loall interest at
-loon today furnished to the Ledger di
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows
' Indus. Avg. 
Airco   21% unc
Am. Motors 4 -4S
Ashland Oil. 334 -4.1
AT&T.- 63% -%
Ford Motor 44% -1%
Gen. Dynamics 51 A4
Gen. Motors 66 unc
Gen. llre 36% -%
Goodrich 25%
Gulf Oil 2P+4 -1/4
Pennwalt 3ft% tinc
Quaker Oats 22 At
Republic Steel X -1/2
Singer Mfg 34% +%
TaPPilsi 10% anc
Western Union 19% -%




NEW YORK ( AP) —
Archbishop Fulton J. Sheen,





A spokeswoman at Lenox
Hill Hospital said early today
that the 82-year-old prelate's
condition was "stable, but he's
still not out of danger."
The operation was
performed July 15, but did not
become public until inquiries
were made to the hospital
Tuesday.
"Bishop Sheen is doing well,
, considering all things, in
particular his age," according
to Dr. Michael Bruno, the
clergyman's personal
physician.
Describing the operation as
a "life-saving measure," the
doctor said the prelate had not
suffered a heart attack prior
to the operation.
Bishop Sheen became one of
the best-known Catholic
clergymen in the 1950's when
he had a weekly television
program, "Life Is Worth
Living." At the tv.ght of the
show's popularity, he was
getting 10,000 letters a day.
He was Bishop of Rochester
before he retired in 1965 after
46 years as an active
- clergyman.
Born May 8, 1895, in El
Paso, Ill., he was educated at Exports of all food and live
the Catholic University of animals were down $86.3
America and at the Sorbonne million, and mineral fuels and
lubricants were down $51.9
million, although coal exports
increased $9 million.
THE n E Lus
m BRIEF
NATIONAL
OAKLAND, Calif. (AP) — The kidnaping et 28 children and
their bus driver came from an idea for a movie plot,
according to reports published after the three young men
accused of the bizarre crime pleaded guilty. The new
information about the case came forward Tuesday following
guilty pleas in Alameda County Superior Court by James
Schoenfeld, 25, his brother, Richard, 24, and Frederick
Wobds, 25.
WASHINGTON
WA'SHINUTON ( AP ) — Highranking Carter
administration officials are depicting communist-ruled
Cambodia as a country where "tens if not hundreds of
thousands" have died. Assistant Secretary of State Richard
Holbrooke told a House panel Tuesday that some "journalists
an scmolars guess that between half a million and 1:2 million
have died since 1975."
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Carter says Italy is
recovering from serious social and economic problems under
the leadership of Prime Minister Giulio Andreotti. In a toast
to Andreotti following a White House state dinner Tuesda)
night, Carter saluted the .Italian leader as a man whose
record is "impressive indeed."
WASHINGTON (AP) — A former member of the
Vietnamese communist parliament is claiming he heard
reports that some missing Americans are languishing in
Vietnamese jails. Nguyen Cong Howl a teacher who fled
from Vietnam to Japan in March and since has come to the
United States as a refugee, told a House panel on Tuesday
that he had "heard news" about Americans still listed as
missing in action. Hoan admitted, however, that he has no




WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's trade deficit more
than doubled in June to a
record $2.8 billion, the 13th
deficit in a row, the
government reported today.
The United States sold $10.1
billion in goods abroad, a
decrease of about 3 per cent,
while buying $12.9 billion in
products from other countries,
an increase of 11 per cent, the
government said.
That put the trade deficit for
the month at $2.8 billion, a
sharp rise from May's $1.2
billion deficit, which was the
smallest of the year.
An increase in oil imports
from $3.1 billion in May to $3.9
billion in June accounted for




In U.S. political slang, a
mugwump is an independent
voter. The term was first used
for a group of independent Re-
publicans who refused to sup-
port the 1884 candidacy of
In a speech in Bonn,
Germany, today, Asst.
Secretary of Commerce
Frank Wheil, said the demand
for high priced foreign oil has
upset the U.S. trade account
—9471-inbrrthatti could-UTius
a decade or more to get back
into sustainable equilibrium."
Wheil told German
businessmen in Bonn that the
United States, as the world's
largest oil importer, will have
to bear its fair share of trade
deficits.
Administration officials
have said the continuing trade
deficits should not be cause for
concern because it shows the
United States is contributing
to economic growth in the rest
of the world. They have called
on West Germany and Japan,
among others, to also have
trade deficits this year.
However, Rep. Henry R.
Reuss, D-Wis., chairman of
the House Banking
Committee, has said large
deficits could lead to the
depreciation of the U.S. dollar
in international money
markets.
In its trade report, the
Commerce Department said
another big contributor to the
deficit was the increase of
$256.7 million in Imports of
machinery and transport
equipment. Imports in motor
vehicles' and parts rose by
$118.2 million.
The decline in exports was
spread over a broad range of
products. Crude materials
exports declined by $157.3
million; soybeans showed a
particularly large' loss at $275
million.
James G. Blaine for President. parts.
Exports of machinery and
transport equipment fell
$114.6 million, particularly
because of fear sales abroad
of aircraft, spacecraft, and
KEEPING POSTED—Six Calloway Countians were on the Murray State University campus July 22 to participate in a
daylong workshop in property valuation administration. Shown with Tarleton Rogers, left, director of the General
Property Tax Division in the Kentucky Department of Revenue, and Dr. Rex Galloway, chairman of the Department
of Management at Murray State, they were, from the left standing, Celia Taylor and Charles Hale. Seated from the
left, Eva Hale, Linda Lester, James Hamilton and Martha Barnett. Property valuation administrators and deputies
from 15 West Kentucky counties attended the workshop, the third of its kind held at the university and designed to




We're moving to our new location and must
move out all our current stock.
We'd rather sell it at a lower price to you





On Full Line of
T.V.'s & Furniture
Dunn Furniture
Hazel Hwy. 11 Appliance "753-3031
'
COOKING CORNERiimamslemanismat
Recipe For Losing Weight: Diet And Exercise
By ANN UDDBERG
Carolyn Adams has been
participating in the Weight
Watchers program since
January and has lost 45
pounds. This summer she has
relaxed a bit, but plans to
return to the program in the
fall. Her husband E. Ken
Adams will go on the diet part
of the program with her.
The program emphasizes
fish and chicken, allowing a
bit of beef and no pork. This
has changed Carolyn's eating
habits. In addition to the diet
she works out daily for 45
minutes to an hour at a local
figure salon. This regular
exercise in addition to her
housework and gardening has
helped her feel better, firmed
, up her body and given her
more energy. .
The Weight Watcher's
Carolyn Adams picking fresh vegetables from the







An angled cabinet by the range and a beamed ceiling lend 4 LE by
l0 kitchen a flair it might not otherwise have Radar range in
counter corner adds sophisticated touch. Lighting under cabinets
illuminates counter work areas.
Tips on how you can have a lovely kitchen, like the one pictured here,
await you in "My Dream Kitchen Portfolio."
--
It'll make the job of planning your dream kitchen with 4 professional
kitchen specialist easier and more pleasant. Open up the world of





SiT DREAM KITCHEN POOTOOLIO
AA Paget 52 Olfterent ICtichePs





ENCLOSE 52 00 PLUS 50c COP HAND NG
program is the only one that
Carolyn has consistently lost
weight under and been able to
adhere to for long periods of
time. Partly because the
program stresses a variety of
foods, Caroly3 doesn't get
tired of it.
She uses home canned
tomato juice and a bowl of raw
vegetables in the refrigerator
for part of the diet and for
snacking. Also, the recipes are
so good that the family eats
the same meal, with a few
additions, that 'Carolyn eats
and doesn't feel deprived
because Mother is dieting.
Mrs. Perry Harrison,
Carolyn's mother and neigh-
bor, felt that every one should
learn to cook and sew. Carolyn
started cooking as soon as she
was a plain cake.
Baking is still her favorite
kitchen activity. She c011ticts
cookbooks and enjoys looking
over the new ones the Murray-
Calloway County Library gets
in regularly. There is a
professional interest in this,
too, because Carolyn has been
driving the Book-Mobile for
the library four days a week
for the past ten years. The
Book-Mobile carries about
3,000 volumes at any one time
from the some 50,000 at the
library.
If limited to only three
Carolyn would choose
"Murray Woman's Club Cook-
book, "The Farm Journal
Country Cookbook" and
-What's Cooking At Still
Meadow" by Gladys Taber.
was tall enough ,to reash the These are the ones she returns
stove. Her very first effort. to time after time for con-
sistently good family pleasing
recipes. Carolyn likes to try
new recipes frequently. Most
of the time she favors French
and American cuisine. She is
enjoying the challenge of
converting her favorite sandwiches
recipes to Weight Watcher 1 c. canned crab
approved ones. Her main one-third c. grated cheese
trouble she feels is in not,-.14 E' niyonnise
cooking too much both in
quantity and number of
dishes. Part of is probably
comes from raising a family
of five children, four of whom
are boys, all now living away
from home.
Mac,' manager of a
telephone company in
Ooltewah, Tenn., still likes his
mother to make her chocolate
cake when he comes home.
Duane, with Crown Oil in
Houston, Texas, feels that no
one can make barbecue like
his mother, especially when
she has coconut pie for
dessert.
Alan, who has accepted a
preaching position at a school
in Pensacola, Florida, likes
anything and everything, but
most often requests chili.
Donna, the only daughter, is a
good cook who's main interest
at the moment is raising show
horses. She lives "down the
road" from her parents out R.
R. 2 Murray.
Ken, who is with the West
Kentucky Rural Telephone
Co-Op, enjoys and recom-
mends highly his wife's
chocolate pie. He is also the
guiding force behind the
garden. He selects, plants,
and cares for the garden. It is
up to Carolyn to take care of
the bounty.
Over the past few ye act the
garden has been reduced from
1/2-acre to enough space for
corn, squash, tomatoes,
cucumbers, beans, and green
peppers.
Both Carolyn and Ken enjoy
finding and restoring an-
tiques. If they are family
pieces rescued from corn
cribs or the like so much the
better. Carolyn also is an owl
collector, sews, and does
crewel work. One of her
favorite possessions, however,
is neither antique nor an owl.
It is a wooden-decoupaged
recipe box filled with all the
favorite family recipes
beautifully written out on
matching cards. It was done
by a daughter-in-law and is
treasured for itself and the
many happy occasions the
recipes represent.
Today Carolyn shares some
of her favorite Weight Wat-
cher approved recipes and one
"all caution to the wind"
dessert. We know you will
enjoy trying them all.
Hot Tuna
-serves 4
2 med. cucumbers seeded and
diced
2 med. tomatoes diced
2 t. chopped parsley
Pinch basil
Pinch oregano
16 oz. drained canned tuna,
preferably the white
Combine the cucumbers,
tomatoes, parsley, basil and
oregano. Let stand 30 minutes.
Add tuna and 2 t. oil. Spoon
into a shallow casserole and





2 C. fresh mushrooms, sliced
L4 c. chopped parsley
2 T. chives
4-10 oz. chicken breasts,
skinned
1-2 c. lemon juice
1 t. onion salt
1 t. paprika
1/2 t. Poultry seasoning
Mix mushrooms, parsley,
chives, place in baking dish.
Next place chicken on
musroom mixture. Mix lemon
juice, seasonings. Pour over
chicken. Cover and bake at 325
degrees for 35-40 minutes or
until chicken is done.
King Crab
-makes several open faced
Vs'c. celery, diced
2 T. green onion, chopped
14 c. green pepper, chopped
• t. lemon juice
1/2 t. garlic salt
Drain and slice crab meat.
Combine with remaining
ingredients. Butter thin sliced
bread with diet margarine.
Spread with crab mixture.
Place under broiler until
heated through and bubbly.
Luscious Pineapple
Dessert
11/2 c. sifted cake flour
• c. sugar




1/2 c. unsweetened pineapple
juice
1 T. lemon juice
6 egg whites
• c. sugar .
Sift flour, 1/2 c. sugar, baking
powder and salt. Beat egg
yolks with 1/2 c. sugar until it is
thick and lemon colored. Add
fruit juices gradually, beating
well after each addition. Add
dry ingredients in forths,
folding in until just blended.






Baby Boy Herbert I mother
Deborah), Rt. 5, Murray,
Baby Boy Saxon (mother
Phyllis), Rt. 4, Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda J. Fuller, 20
West Hilcrest, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Judith A. Higdon, Rt. 1,
Box 24, Mayfield, Mrs. Betty
C. Routon, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Josephine Clements, Rt.
1, Almo, James D. Wilson, Box
214 Swainboro, Ga., Kristina
L. Ballard, 111 S. 10th,
Murray, Phillip J. Jessie III,
103 Patterson, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Melissa R. Overby and Baby
Boy, 1905 Wiswell, Murray,
Mrs. Eula J. Stone, Rt. 8. Box
20, Murray, Mrs. Katherine S.
Thompson and Baby Boy, 805
Edgewood Paris, Tn. Mrs.
Norma J. Baker, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Virginia W.
Burton, Box 116, Puryear, Tn.,
Miss Barbara E. Tucker, 500
Olive, Murray, Mrs. Beulah L.
Fielder, 819 Hurt, Murray,
Mrs. Mary E. Matthews, Rt. 8,
Box 381, Murray, Mrs. Thelma
A. Trulock, 204 S. 3rd, Murray,
Mrs. Lela Taylor, 620 Broad,
Murray, Baby Girl Branch
I mother Debbie), 503u2
Meadow Lane, Murray.
Space-saving Eva Wall
Scale works on a pen-
dulum mechanism - no
springs to get tired. The
removable 8%" bowl
.folds up against the scale
when not in use. .Dial
shows from '. oz. to 6%
lbs. or 3 Kilos. Available in




frothy and add kx c. sugar
gradually beating until
rounded peaks form. 'The egg
whites do not slide at this
stage. GentlY fold yolk mix-
ture into egg whites. Bake in
ungreased tube pan 50 mm. at
150 degrees. Invert and Cool.
Pineapple Filling
1-1 lb. 4 oz. can crushed
pineapple, drain syrup from
pineapple




and 34 c. orange juice. Beat
egg whites until frothy. Add
sugar gradually, beating well
after each addition. Continue
beating until stiff peaks form.
Add juice mixture to whites,
blending well. Split cake and
cover halves with filling. Cool
1 hour
• Frosting
1 t. unflavored gelatin
Pineapple from above
3 T sugar
c. chilled whipping cream
Sprinkle gelatin over 2 T.
cold water. Let stand 5
Minutes to soften. Dissolve
soft gelatin over very hot
water. Stfr—gelatin— Into
reserved pineapple. Add
sugar to whipped cream. Beat
cream until. it stands in soft
peaks. Fold pineapple, gelatin
mixture into the cream. Fill
and frost cake layers with
frosting. Chill 1 hour before
serving.
Carolyn Adams slicing a cake.
theMurray Ledger & Times
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NO FROST 16 CU. FT.
845 87Even lesswith trade
Refrigerator-
Freezer-4.3 cu. ft.
freezer • Ice 'n Easy
trays • Power saver
switch • See-thru
crispers & adjustable
meat keeper • 3 ad-
justable cantilever
shelves.





12 Cu. ft. Refrigerator—Frozen Food
storage comportment • Two Ice 'n Easy
trays • Full width c h i Ilee-e--lictii'vergt •
etable bin • Door shelves for eggs,









a Even lesswith trade
• For clubr*oom, cabin,
camper • 4.5 cu. ft.
capacity • Laminated
top work area • Freez-
er compartment with full-
size lee trays • 18" wide,
33%" high, 23%" deep.
66.1112
87
Salo Pric•s Good Thru Saturday at Over 600 States Throughout Th• South and Sou th w•st
Bel-Air Center 9-6 Mon.-Thurs '9-9 Frt. &Sat 753-8391000 Dixieland Center
0 •
MAO







its a fact o
9
Mihterray Ledger & Times
\Our list of readers just keeps growing. In fact, we have many more
readers and reach more households in Calloway County than the
Courier-Journal and the Paducah Sun-Democrat combined.
And in our life as a daily newspaper, we are continuing to add
more paid subscribers each day. Why are more and more people
subscribing to The Murray Ledger & Times?
Because our growth has been continuous.
If You Want To Stay Informed About All The Happenings In Murray
And The Surrounding Area And At The Same Time Want To Save
Money By Shopping With Our Advertisers, You Need To
Be A Subscriber To The Murray Ledger & Times.
Call Today, 753-1916 To Get A Subscription
On The Way To Your Front Door
We have continually branched out to bring our readers more com-
plete coverage of news and sports.
We are the only "local" newspaper serving the Murray-Calloway
County community and we are dedicated to presenting news about
local happenings and local people.
We are constantly adding to our pages features and new items of
interest to our readers.
We ask our readers what they want to read and see in their daily
newspaper and strive to fulfill their requests.
Our Circulation Is Guaranteed
On A Daily Basis. Do Not Be Misled
By Promises Of Circulation That Cannot
Be Proven. Before You Advertise, Be Sure
Your Message Will Get Into The Reader's Hands.
We Can Show Proof of Circulation Not Claims Of Numbers.
We're always announcing the bargains and savings of local mer-
chants through their advertisements.
In short... we're always looking out for our readers to make sure
they are informed and entertained, and to let them know where the
bargains are in our community.
JOIN OUR GROWING FAMILY...
SUBSCRIBE TODAY





















Moss Maths Rm. StimIsy, Josey 31st
0100011 HIM newsy/. Coperight 1977. The Kroger Co_
394
Spare Ribs u.$1 19
KWICK WOW
Sliced Bacon "p::*$ 1 19
Smoked Sausage  1:1 61. 894
VIM
Boiling Beef 12. 594
MONTI!
113.0.A. CROICI







Meat or Beef Wieners PIO.1201.
ASIORTIO VARIOUS





Chef Cut Fillets   29g
SOON
Batter Shrimp 1202.$ 129Mill 
STOCK THE FREEZER!
5 LOS hOl'!.D STEAK
S MS PORK STEAK
5 LOS GROUND BEEF
LOS FRYER QUARTERS
5 LOS KROGER WIENERS
LOS SAUSAGE







Red Moss a 694
▪ 111011111WIIMILT
Red Pooches a 694
CUMNSERS 01
Bell Peppers





Wilts Grapes  884
c,Viwps! (tom, , oupoi eml. (.0.,..,(9,5 !um.,oupoi.)
zt WORTH 10' OFF _:: zd-' WORTH 30' OFF 5.za- -....0..„1...f .--. - _en, toward*. purchase ofa 31b. bog am = onme ww= mog" WHOLE .. YELLOW ". .. :
ONIONS ....is WATERMELON1.. - 
-
-= -= with this coupon. Lint one .ene with this c . oupon limit ono --.-ow ow
I" Filer" Juk, 





WE HAVE WHAT WE •KRUSE IF AT All Mali. If dee to
conditions beyond our control we run out of on advertised
specia& we substitute a conmaratile brand at e similar
savings or give you a Rain Check for the advertised special
ot the special price anytime within 30 days WE GUARANTEE












































2 ingsat filmrms SHIR PRIMA orembeil. 2 Weeawin aelealme. lams,
1/8110. I 11.14,01
COCA-COLA






























Fab Detergent  1" CalgoniteMOIR 111. SAMEN1101 a 
111111111, 111117111CRWITHot Dog Buns 2 120Z. $1 White Bread 
BATHROOM TISSUE
33 OZ. $ 1 19sex
V.S.O.A On& A Melva
KROGER
EGGS
2 2002.006 M LOA 
VILLAIN MERV
White Bread 2   • 794
Country Style Rolls 2   794
MOM 0111Y
39Fullmoon Longhorn NW  69'
1401.$ 1
Eatmore Margarine ' 894
Shredded Cheese 2 994
  594 , jill0 1
WO Nei= Strained 
... v •- t. .•
..INVost•curTto (ou.c:ce,11!licosi (wit* cotiPoill(43,11;11cost sumo, c'clupws ‘471:11: °`'
.: BABY ....-
......
....., RAKM111"11PFT . m' -.I rEteafiris ...7'. MICIIviitig-
..... .5 W0,0,..IRTHott., 4r0;30.F.F, f ....r* WORTH 30' OFF —
= FOOD COBBLERS 
MD .... ••• .'aM
Nmm aialic 7. ..; 0 G R


















on ... Mp... =4"
MN
1Z. .1th Mis coupon. Lent one iim mi
= beeel N
1 lb 7 - - 21b. 09C EE 7 ei.asi EN'.1. 'Plif..th• gP.... IN.





= 41/2 oz. q 47 .....•we 01.0 
i 2 PERK COFFEE 7- E . COFFEE 
=
= -with this coupon Unit ono. '"' 
no. with this coupon Eon.? on. •=, = ..". ,h,s coupon t.nto one ..--
:1121.111.11.11.7iilliilLtillilllillil 11111":111111.111.1111.11=5111451111iiiistillirogligi 51111111iiiiiiiiicigmeilaitailis -.:11.1.












Banquet Cooking Bags... 3
Ohiwiss MIT
OZ. 
Nil. $ 1 Kroger Pot Pies 44 
OUNWOWIT OR S1UhMIT'
Eggo Waffles  11411: 556
AST














EMI with this coupon and 510.00 purchase including items probibassel byamhiw and in addition to the cost of coupon roerchondise Sublect toapplicable taros limit one Expires July 31st
:1111111111111111111
MOO WNW IMIEL VAC PAC
Golden Corn 3  COil1205 $ 1
LOTS


















































EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHTWE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TR I A.M. SUNDAYSHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT FOR MI
() 5,
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111
Filming Begins In Hopkinsville For Television Motion Picture
Filming began here this
week on "Lawman Without a
Gun," a made-for-television
motion picture to be aired on
NBC sometime next season.
Harry Sherman, who is
producing the film in con-
junction with E. M. I.
Television, Inc., expressed
.satisfaction with the first day
of work, saying, 'Tverything
43 running smoothly."
"Lawman Without a Gun,"
which had been tentatively
jitled "Hawkins," is the
biography of the first black
man to be elected sheriff in the
'deep South since recon-
struction.
Jerrold Freedman wrote the
story and is directing the
movie.
Lou Gossett, who plays the
title role, is perhaps best
known as Fiddler in the recent
"Roots" TV series. He also
stars in "The Deep" and will
-.be seen in the soon to be
:released •'Choirboys."
The fact that the production
is going so well is no surprise
to Tom Clark-Todd, director of
the Kentucky Film Com-
mission, or his assistant Betty
Lampkin. Both have been
working as trouble-shooters
for producer Sherman and his
crew..
Either Clark-Todd or
Lampkin will be available to
the film crew throughout the
production.
"There are a great many
problems which can slow a
production like this," Clark-
Todd said. "Betty and I try to
anticipate the trquble spots
before they can impede
production."
Problems can crop up in
many areas, according to
Clark-Todd, including tran-
sportation, housing of the 50 or
more crew members, security
and communications
problems with local residents.
"The producers have made
a point," Clark-Todd said, "To
explain very candidly to





-1 5 Prori-o-un 5
8 Meargainnel--
Eu•ope 6
17 Prer,‘ far 7





:16 Unduly rigo- 11
rOUS 16


















19 Conjunction 22 Pronoun
- Step - -25---Partnens-
21 Part of "to be 26 Anger
23. Symbol for -27 Water nymph
tellurium 28 Resort
24 Leaves out 29 Goal
26 Girl's name 31 Golf mound
:28 Trap 33 Shallow ves-
, 29 Limb • sel
•:30 Emmet 34 Dispatched






• 36 Scottish cap
Rent
40 Breeze
41 Note of scale
43 -Printer s mea-
sure
44 Ravelings
, 45 Teutonic deitii





























36 Drava:one --- - ----4Dantsh-
37 Kind of fabric land
39 Hebrew letter division
40 Broader 50 Outfit
41 Crazy islang) 51 Rodent
42 Later 53 River
44 Tibetan priest in I aiy
45 Ireland 54 Symbol for
46 Beams tantalum
1 5 3 4 c,..c.1/4. 5 -6 7 .0., 9 10 11



















































homes, businesses or property
as locations for filming, just
what's going to happen. There
will be lots of equipment in
and out, including props,
cables and cameras — not to
mention 40 or 50 people
they've never seen before.
"We Want the filming to be a
positive experience for
everyone concerned, and that
means no bad surprises,"
Clark-Todd said.
One of the primary func-
tions of the film commission is
assistance in scouting for
locations. The film com-
mission keeps an extensive
photo file of Kentucky's varied
landscapes and points of in-
terest, but quite often it takes
several days of searching to
find just the right setting.
Lampkin and Sherman
found the locatiod ore ..'first





while driving around, looking
for areas which most
resemble rural Alabama
around 1968.
"We just happneed onto it,"
Lampkin said, "and the
producer thought it was
perfect for the scene."
The film commission is also
concerned with the positive
economic impact a production
such as "Lawman Without a
Gun" can have on an area,
Clark-Todd indicated.
"Besides spending money for
food, lodging and supplies,"
Clark-Todd said, "production
companies often find it
necessary to hire local
people."
E. M. I. Television has hired
a local hairdresser, drivers,
production assistants,
secretaries, carpenters and
likarers, and is using several
local residents in crowd
scenes and as walk-ons.
Secretary for the
Development Cabinet,
William L. Short, who is
chairman of the Kentucky
Film Commission, also ex-
pressed his conviction that the
production of "Lawman




production companies such as
E. M. I. Television into
Kentucky," Short said, "we
are exerting a direct and
positive influence on the
Commonwealth's economy.
"That is why it is vitally
important that the Kentucky
Film Commission do
everything possible to aid E.
M. I. Television in the
production of this motion
picture," he added.
GETTING THE PICTURE — Lou Gossett (left) discusses a camera angle with camera
operator Tom Spaulding of Louisville. Gossett, who is perhaps best known for his role
as Fiddler in the "Roots" TV series, is starring in "Lawman Without a Gun," a made-for-
television motion picture filmed in the Hopkinsville area. E M. L Television, Inc. and
Harry Sherman, producers of the film will also be shooting in Elkton and several other





I GUESS CHUCK TOLD
LiOU THAT Mt.? DAD'S




report changes in cir-
cumstances that could affect
their Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) payments and
should not wait to hear from
Social Security, according to a
local Social Security
spokesman.
The SSI program makes
monthly payments to people
with little or no income and
limited resources who are 65
or over or blind or disabled.
Eligibility and monthly
payments amounts can be




"To get the right SSI checks
to the right people on time,"
the spokesman said, "the
Social Security Ad-
ministration periodically
contacts , people getting
payments to review their
eligibility and monthly
payment amounts.
"But we may not be in touch
with people as often as their
circumstances change," he
said. "So they should report
changes to us as promptly as
possible."
Failure to report changes —
or delay in reporting — can
mean penalty reductions in
payments.
"People can get information
about reporting changes by
calling or writing any Social
Security office," the
spokesman said. The
telephone number for the
Paducah office is 443-7506;




NEW YORK (AP) — More
than a billion pounds of ink —
roughly the same mass as the
combined weight of the total
population of New York City's
seven million people — are
used every year in the United
States and Canada, according
to the Inmont Corp., a supplier
of printing inks.
FARM TRACTOR PULL
Sat., July 30 — 7:00 Am.
Calloway County Fairgrounds
Sponsored-13y Calloway County FFA
FIRST PLACE — $25.00 AND TROPHY
SECOND PLACE — $20.00 AND TROPHY
THIRD PLACE-- $10.00 AND TROPHY
FOURTH PLACE — $5.00
WEIGH IN AT FAIRGROUNDS FROM 2:00-6:00 P.M.
ENTRY FEE $5.00 [MAY DOUBLE ENTER]
C.
CLASSES
5,000 lbs 7,000 lbs., 9,000 lbs. — factory equipped tire 18.4
12,000 lbs. — no turbo — 20.8 tire
12,000 lbs. — factory or add on (for farm use) 20.8 tire
13,000 lbs — factory equipped —20.8 tire
15,000 lbs — open turbo — open tire — stock fuel system
ADMISSION — $2.00 ADULTS — AGE 6-12 — $1.00





























5TiCK FOR? qOU CAN'T






I COULD GET MUGGED
WHILE qOU'RE SITTING
















































Our prescription business is growing •very day.
Why/ People ere finding out how much they can
save with our everyday low discount prescription
prices We combine courteout personal service with
low price and our cluttonters lik• that. Why not give
us a chance to axiom your newt prescription, Then
maybe you too will find out the reason our pre•
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1977 by The Chicago Tribune NY News Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who calls me every
evening and tells me her troubles.. One hour is a short
conversation with her. Only it's no conversation because
she does all the talking.
I have plenty of troubles of my own. My husband spends
the whole weekend in front of the TV drinking beer and
smoking one cigarette after another.
We have three teenage boys. They're all on drugs and
can't get along with each other or their father. Our
daughter is 22, out of work, divorced, and she has three
kids which I take care of while she runs wild.
I am ready to put my head in a gas oven but I never tell
mr troubles to anyone.
This friend with all the problems says she is seeing a
psychologist and he tells her it's good for her to talk about
her problems. Welt it may be good for HER, but it's bad
for ME. What shoukl I do?
PROBLEMS OF MY OWN
DEAR PROBLEMS: Tell her that you wrote to Dear
Abby, and SHE said it's bad for YOU to listen to
somebody's problems every evening for an hour. And if
that doesn't help, cut her short in self-defense.
DEAR ABBY: What d6 you think of a college-educated
• couple who, instead of liking a sitter for "their 3-year-old
son, take hirn wherever they are invited? I don't mean on
casual bridge evenings, but to a late dinner party to which
six other couples had been invited. We don't have extra
bedrooms as yet, and Mr: and Mts. S. show up at the door
with little Johnny all ready for bed. (Our bed!) They didn't
ask us if we minded, nor did they make any excuses for
bringing him.
Naturally, the child fusses a little, being in a strange bed
and all, and his parents take turns running in and
humoring him, which disrupts the entire party. These
people can afford a sitter just like the rest of us, but they
have taken the child with them ever since he was a month
old. Any comments?
PARTY SPOILED
DEAR SPOILED: If this couple spoiled ONE of your
parties, shame on them. If they spoiled TWO, shame on
YOU.
Your complaints are valid, but if you want action, I
suggest you address your complaints to the offending
couple. •
DEAR ABBY: There's nothing wrong with keeping your
Christmas tree up all year. Its a good conversation piece,
and it helps to keep the dog in the house.
HARRY E.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For • personal
reply, write to ABBY,: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envire please.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE





Captain D's Chicken Dinner
comes with crispy fries,
fresh creamy cole slaw, .




















A classic hooded wrap
acrylic plaid coat in






Flatter yourself in this
wrap front 100% poly-
ester heather coat.
Features large lapel,
two welt trim pockets,
tucked back, hooded.


























stripe trim; rub- 0 0
ber cleated soles. REG.
Sizes 13-2, 21/2-6, 6.99
6Y2-10.
IlikaxAsERICNIO
• I aM PI. I I I I I
9-9441on.ISaf. Equal Opportmity Employer

























/Oh window pane front
and back, tie belt, sin-
gle breasted. Rancho





Fashion plus in this
pretty hooded 8020
poly/nylon coat. Tog-
le button front, striped
yoke and cuffs; tie





























Make the fall fashion




yoke; front, neck and
pockets, tie belt. Hood-
ed. Oatmeal or Grey.









front and yoke. Hooded.
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Big John's Fresh Bekes1 Treats Are
MIXED & BAKED
RIGHT BEFORE YUR EYES!
Hard a
















Macaroni SALAD Lb. 69'
BAR-13-4 LOAF VI lb S1.19
EVERY HEAT! & BEAUTY





Regular 4.53 Johnson & Johnson:
r
BABY OIL 6 oz 99$ 







Big John Can Start











Be Sure To Rnish Your Set While
It's Still Available
; Post 40% Bran
= RAKES Lk' 69
.1, tin oorlerlo to roa. Pro Lir or erre or Irk










2 Tablespoons Itichtelt Shortening
Ya Cup PlIsbury Flour
)4 Teaspoon Clabber Girl Baking Powder
2/3 Cup Big John MA
2 1gP
1/3 Cup Kraft Grated Parmesan Cheese




Place pork chops in a baking deli. Place in 350 degrees oven whie making topping. Melt shortening in a medium saucepan. Blend in flour
and baking powder. Slowly add cook over medium beat, stirring constantly until thick Remove from heat, stirring in eggs - one at a
time. Cook over low heat until very thick. Remove from heat. Add Parmesan cheese, onion, salt and pepper. Turn chops over, spread
with topping to cover completely. Bake at 3.50 degrees until golden brown.
Luncheon Meat
SPAM 12 Oz. Can 89
ww
Banquet Beef, Chicken, Turkey, Tana
84 Oz Box '1 99
Van Camp Grated
TUNA 634 Oz. Can 594
Hyde Park Dill, Hot Dog or
SWEET RELISH 10 Oz. far 3 for 900
Greer's
APPLESAUCE 16Oz. Can 3 fo,
Hyde Park Campare




I. eppirlis 1. reg. Prim. Ur, re caw for trolh
MOWS dr rs. 1, 1577
44441,11,11000111011/001314141,41,1i,
400
Del Monte 46 Oz. Can
















MAXI PADS 12 Ct. Box
Kleenex Family








CAT FOOD 15 Oz. Can 194
79'







CUCUMBER SLICES 32 Or. far 98'
Bath Size Bar
IRISH SPRING „ars 694
Quart
ZIPLOC BAGS 25 Cl. Box 69'
Green Giant Frozen
PEAS OR CORN 10 Or. pkg. 494
Kleenex
FACIAL TISSUE 200 Cl. Box 594
Jacks Chip & Chip or
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US. eh*. FREEZER BEEF SALE
FORE QUARTERS—U1• 734 HIND ClUARTERSLi1°51
BEEF SIDES lb. 89' BEEF ROUNDS...... 994
CUT NID WRAPPED FREE.
















k Your Card Punched?
GROUND Fresh 3 the °"kste
CHUCK
SLICED Ft" 1hr" Vac-he
BOLOGNA 9941 lb.
ilibi ED 12 Ciz
BACON 79'











Froily Morn Reg. or
"Lb $1
CATFISH STEAKS Lb BEEF FRANKS 
Happy Home Pure
 Lb $1"
CORN DOGS pkg sir LARD 
OPEN 7 AM to 11 PM
Sliced Irec lb S1 4 9
120z. Pkg. 694
4 lb. Carton $149
7 DAYS A WW1









POTATOES U.S. No. 1 Red
Jumbo Head L
LETTUCE Head sav 














Frresident Gotild Shift Retirement Cost To Cut Defense Budget
WASHINGTON (AP) -
There's an easy, almost
painless way for President
Carter to chop $9.7 billion out
of the defense budget. He
could shift the costs of
retirement checks for current
military pensioners out of the
Pentagon budget.
But the cut would not
decrease overall federal
spending by one single penny.
The annual tab would be






'retirement and pensions paid
by the Veterans
Administration.
This accounting change is
one of the steps now under
consideration in the Carter
administration's effort to
make sense of the tangled way
the government accounts for
federal workers' pensions.
Taken together, the changes
under consideration at the
Defense Department and the
Office of Management and



















rapidly rising costs of
pensions more obvious in the
budget. And they would, for
the first time, make the true
future costs of pensions visible
by putting them into the
federal spending plan.
"Our grandchildren are
going to have to shoulder a
pretty heavy burden," said
one official of the pension
costs. "We have to start
writing down what our debts
are."
Carter promised during his
campaign to cut billions from
the defense budget, a pledge
he has not thus far fulfWed. By
shifting current pension costs,
Carter could, after a fashion,
fulfill his promise.
However, if all the changes
were enacted, the Pentagon'
budget would increase.
Estimates of the increase




ap initial decision on most of
the changes is expected within
a month by Defense Secretary
Harold Brown for the fiscal-
1979 budget.
No worker's current cw
future pension would be




arrangements that have little
direct effect on spending,"
said one source.
Shifting current retirement
costs out of the defense budget
Is the simplest of the possible
changes.
Those who favor the change
say paying retirement checks
for former military personnel
Is not related to maintaining
national security and should
not be paid from the defense
budget. pansies costs have
eaten up I larger and larger
chunk of the Pentagon budget,
riming to 11.2 per cat in WM
from only 1% per cent in 19112.
Organizations of retired
military personnel are against
any change.
"Military retirement is
unique. We consider it a
relevant. part of the career
package," said CoL George







Clairol Long & Silky
Conditioning Lotion







11 DifferentShades2 oz.Reg. $2.41
Lip Quencher
Lipstick
13 Different Sheds:Reg. $2.25
G.E. Soft White Bulbs
SOF' SITE






















































Office repot said such groups
"may oppose transferring the
... appropron from defense
to income security because
the switch makes military
retirement appear to some as
a form of welfare to Which a
social stigma may seem to be
attached."
Georgia was the youngest oc
the 13 original colonies that
took part in the American Rev-
olution, according to Encyclo-
paedia Britannica.
Easter changes from year to
year. It can come as early as
March 72 and as late as April
25.
PLAZA PRESERVED
NEW YORK (AP) - Four
sections of the Plaka, the part
of Athens which lies at the foot
of the Acropolis, have become
"preserved areas," ruports the
Greek National Tourist Organ-
ization.
The organization .said that
motor traffic will be banned in
the designated sections, as well
as all tavernas, shops and noisy
nightclubs.
The Greek government will
give long-term," low-rate loans
for the restoration and pre-
servation of all buildings over
200 years old. The TOurist Or-
.ganizatiOri said that it antici-
pates the building of deluxe
apartments, antique shops and














5 oz. Reg. $1.15 $ 1 5 8 0
78°  
Suave Shampoo
)6 oz.15' Off Label








































































12 to 9 PM
Jim Adams offers you the service,
quality, and price that are part of
f qPeople Pleaser Shopping." With two
convenient locations for full service,
quality that's guaranteed 100%, and
"everyday low prices." Come on by
and be a "People Pleaser Shopper" at
Jim Adams.
WIN. . . Free Cash
Bankroll!
This Week's Cash Award. . .




















WE ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
AM
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RAG BOLOGNA Lb. 69'
RELD'S•PRO LEAGUER
WIENERS 12 oz. PKG. 69'
U.S. CHOICE•HEAVY WESTERN BEEF
RIB-EYE STEAK Lb 149
SAVE MONEY & HAVE FUN WITH
WHOLE CUTS OF BEEF
U.S. CHOICE*10WA CORN FED










































$ 2 5 9








ONION RINGS I  b  89'
PILLSBURY
BISCUITS














AUG 3 1977 12t OFF
ON THE PURCHASE OF 5 LB.
GOLD
MEDAL FLOUR
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER
inn
••100 am JIM ‘1, t.W. 4 431 I'4)\ ww•wm
THIS COUPON
WORTH 15tOFF-EXPIRESAUG 3 1977
ON THE PURCHASE OF
MAZOLA
32 oz CORN OIL

























AUG "I 197' 25t OFF
ON THE PURCHASE OF
MAXWELL 1 Lb. BAG
HOUSE COFFEE
LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER




' ON'THE PURCHASE OF 49 oz.
COUNTRY LEMONADE
TIME MIX
















For our next class
Our nett osenetollogs
..-141S3 will begin on
August IS h sou are in-
terested in starting this
class please tall us and
sea up an appointment
for an interview NYou
he out of town please
(all us coiled
e are approved bi













o ritten for our learning,
that we through
patience and comfort of
the scriptures -might
• have hope." We invite
.-you to our bible study,
Friday evenings non-
'denominational af-
filiated with God only.
For further information
75'3-0984.





























If you are a hard
worker with a strong
desire to succeed,
( sales experience op-
tional) we will invest
our time and money to
help you become suc-
cessful.
Excellent fringe
benefits. $250 to $350











bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into apay size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. 'Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.














Agency. Write to: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p.m. 753-
9514.
3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY OF Albie
Taylor wishes.to express
their sincere thanks and
appreciation to their
friends and neighbors
wty; sent cards, flowers,
and for their expression
of sympathy during
their time of sorrow.
They also wish to thank
Dr. Clark, nurses on 3rd
floor of the hospital and
the nurses at Westview.
The Family.
5 Lost And Found
LIST BLACK case
containing books and
order book. Reward if
found. Please call 1-345-
2247 after 10:30 p. m.
6 Help Wanted
FULLY EXPERIENCED
body and paint man.
Pay based on Com-
mission. Management
opportunity may be
open in near future.
Management pay also
based on commission.'
Call for appointment or
contact Gary W.
Thomas at Cadiz Body
Shop, Highway 68 East.




velopes. Send a self-
addressed stamped
envelope to Fischer












Apply at State Man-
power Office 203 S.
6th Street. Monday
through Friday 8:00
AM to 1:00 PM.
WANTED experienced






















West Ky. Year round
work for qualified
people. Apply in person
Roy Harmon's Car-
penter Shop, South 4th
















































,r1T>ON'T BE A FOOL ! WERE
I A POWER ALLOVER THEEARTH , WE HAVE MILLIONS















home, 7 a. m. - 4 p. m.
References required.
Call 753-7986.
JANITOR and orderly 7




BABYSITT'ER - full time.
Pleasant surroundins,
no housework. Must l'Ove
. children. Call for ap-
pointment, 753-8140.
HELP WANTED -












rush 25 cents and self
addressed stamped
envelope: Bestco, 3209





















for lifeguard at Oaks






Personal tntervie. GrOp MuSt
be IE years of air oi
510 Main
10 Business Oppr,,tunity
FEED MILL, 2 building:,
land, all equipment.
Grain storage handling.
Two name brand feeds,




MONEY TO LEND. 6 per




ween 5 and 9 p.m.
14. Want To But
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill








4iin!ng table and chairs.
Sofa to, recover. Call 753-
0777 before 10 or after 3.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15.Articles Foy Sale
- OAK AND HICKORY
seasoned tobacco sticks
for sale. Call 901-247-
3318.
PEA SHELIAIS by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2









Park, Open 7 days a
week. Until 8 p.m.
TOBACCO 4_ND tomatO
sticks, 13 lents -.each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
15 Art cies For Sale
SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roil
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3/4"
at $9.00. 2 x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation
Li" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. -Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per ft.
New shipment of safes
from $25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
ipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 .sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
OAK BARRELS, meat
slicer, food steamer, hot
dog cooker, draft box,
glass mug.s, beer lights,
black and white TV. Call
436-2533.




_ Phone 1-354-6217 after
4:00 p. m.
at 
LOFTY PILE, free from
soil is the carpet cleaned
with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer. Big
K, Bel Aire Shopping
Center.
TOPPER FOR long wheel
base pickup. Call 489-
2697.
LAWN MOWER self
propelled, key start. 22
in. cut. Call 753-0509.




Western Auto, home of
"Wishing Well Gift
Shop."
23,001 BTU AIR con-
ditioner. Two years old.
Good condition. Call 436-
2149.
KUSTOM [11 piggyback




$100. Call 753-7320 after 5
p. m.
12 H. P. GILSON lawn
mower. Power lift. 49
inc. cut. Call 753-4706..
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
VING SALE, drop leaf
Duncan Phyfe dining






washer, maple bed and
box springs, mattress.
Two maple end tables.
Call 753-0777, before 10
or after 3.
SET OF twin beds, boy's
bicycle, and 2 school
desks. Call 753-1656.
18 CU. FT. SELF defrost
upright freezer, $70.
Matching couch and
chair, $50. Call 753-8834.
MUST SELL eltctric
stove, $40. Hair dryer,
good condition, $5.00.
Makeup mirror, good,
$5.00. Call 489-2770 or
753-7203.
1974 G. E. FREEZER. 21
cu. ft. upright. Perfect
condition. Under
warranty. $275. Call 753-
0987.
SERTA BOX springs and
mattress, Queen size.




black and white plaid







209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1.70 ollwee (af one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color line of
Columbia Minerva 4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior









for Case 580 backhoe,
possibly others. Never











pool table, $200. Upright
freezer, $100. Call 753-
9400.
1969 GLASTAR Runabout
Boat. 65 H. P. $1000.00.
Call 354-8052.
1972 14' V BOW Polarcraft
boat and trailer. 12
horse motor. Menn Kota
trolling motor. Hull
shooter depth finder.
$475. Call 753-5238 or see
at 1401 Poplar after 5 p.
m.
FOR SALE - girl's Lazy
Bones golf shoes, one 71/2
B and one 7B. $15.00 a
pair. Practically new.
Call 753-3512.
14' EPTIDE runabout, 55
h. p. Evinrude. Call 753-
9333.
1964 STARCRAFT boat
with 40 h. p. Johnson
motor, trailer, $600. Can
be seen at Ambulance
Service, 511 N. 4th
Street.
1976 CHECKMATE walk
through, brown and gold
metal flake. 16'3" tn




$80. 1'200, T300 tennis
rackets, $20. and $25. 17'
astroglass with 115
Mercury, fully equipped
with Star custom trailer.
Camper top, $30. Call
753-3632.
20 FT. PONTOON boat,
no motor, $350. Call 753-









al 6 Cylinder engine.
Cleanest boat on
lake. $6995.00. May






payments on like new
Wurlitz,er organ. J and B
Music, 753-7575.
1976 STORY and Clark
piano. Call 753-9549
before 2:30 p. m.
FARFISA mini-compact
organ plus Bassman 50






Nall CAA Near %pas
KoNy's Talk
& Pest Control
Isar asand we wiwessa N
lumen we 411 OW grams sod isb
Is HAW.








made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.








TWO BURIAL lots in the





pre cooking, no pealing.
Does a bushel in 30
minutes. $19.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
27 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
12 x 60 ON large lot, $8600.
Call 753-0807.
1974 DOUBLE WIDE 3
bedroom mobile home.
In Riviera Cts., Par-
tially furnished. Phone
762-2896 days or 753-6776
after 5:30 p. m.
10 x 56 TRAILER with 2
lots near Blood River





bargain. See at Riviera
Cts. or call 753-3280
before 5 or 436-5524 after
6.
12x58 NEW MOON, 3
bedroom, underpinned,
all electric. Call 753-
9829.
MOBILE HOME 10 x 52
Vindale air conditioned
and furnished. Nice.
Price $2750. Call 753- ,
2762.
1976 14 x 52 New Moon
mobile home. Extra
nice. Party is moving.
Call 753-4034.
1972. 12 x 65, 2 bedroom,
trailer. All electric. Two
baths. Call after 5, 436-
2277.
1973, 24 x 64 DOUBLE
wide 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
set up on lot. Will sell
with or without lot. Call
489-2787 or 753-7468.
1973 MOBILE HOME, 14
x 60, all electric, 2
bedrooms, carpet
throughout, good con-
dition, very nice. Call
437-4290 or 437-4752.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
WATERFRONT LOTS
for trailer on waters






12 x 50 FURNISHED
mobile home. Washer
and dryer. Air con-
ditioned. Water fur-





mobile home spaces for




sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
RETIRED couple with
two children wish to rent




WANT TO RENT -
possibly buy lot or acre
or two in the country,




mile from city limits.
Water and garbage
pickup furnished, 1 or 2
adults, $110 month, $50
-deposit. Call 753-5405








for one. Call 753-7575 or
753-0669.
PROFESSIONAL MAN
needs house in country.
Call 436-2533.
34 Houses For Rent
NEW COUNTRY home









brood sows. Farrow first
of August. Call 489-2417.
38 Pets Sup‘;61‘s






f ir ma t ion and
disposition. Call 436-2336
after 6 p. m.
ARC REGISTERED
miniature Dachshund





young friendly. Call 753-
1790.
, AKC APRICOT Poodle, 6
weeks old. Call 753-9218.
40 P•Doure
PURPLE HULL peas on
Hazel Highway. Call 753-
4416, Ora King.
FRESH IOWA Chief corn
and purple hull peas for
sale. Call 753-0463.
NEW WHITE potatoes,
$5.00 a bushel. Call 753-
0264 or 489-2310 after
7:30 p. m.
41.Public Sales
GARAGE SALE, North of,
Post Office at Hardin. :




books. 8 a. m. until sold:
out.
YARD SALE - Moving.:
1707 - Olive Street















Sale - Thursday ant'































































































WE HAVE listed some
choice water front
property. The water
front lots are on the
main body of the lake
Each has good access.
Lots are restricted to
homes only. Each are
reasonably priced.
Also, nine acres at
Cypress Creek. This
tract has a large amount
of frontage on the lake.
This has many good
building sites. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray. 753-




this immaculate 3 
bedroom, 2 bath home
which has recently been
redecorated throughout.
An abundance of closets,
spacious garage, a large
backyard with patio are
only a few features of
this attractive home.












rental income. . . 110'
road frontage in the city.
.. For more information
call LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.
HOUSE AND 41/2 acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell






front Lots on Blood
River. Priced to sell,
Ready to build on.
Excellent weekend
retreat at Pine Bluff,
only $5,600. 7 Com-
mercial lots in Pine
Bluff. House & 4 lots in
Lakeway Shores only
$27,500. Excellent house
in Pine Bluff for only
$15,000. Overlooking Ky.
Lake this extra neat




Realty, 753-1651, 414 S.
12th.




Washer & dryer con-
nections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one 5' x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
3 minutes away from










pump and wooden deck.
Home is practically new
and located on large lot.






South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753-1061
78 ACRE FARM just
listed with ap-
proximately 62 tendable
acres. Also 25 ACRES
just listed with over 1300
feet of highway frontage





JUST LISTED - 308
Waldrop Street - Neat
well constructed 2
bedroom home with





sharp home with an
assumable V. A. loan.
For more information




HWY 121 - Quality,
spacious brick veneer
home with 4 bedrooms,
central electric air,
fireplace, wall to wall
carpeting, draperies,
range, and dishwasher.
This room home is





electric heat. Call or




property or 1 family
dwelling, large lot, 414










Moored, rowdy i.e... Or boy o 11-11old sod owe. Coropiot
o sad
rowdy to essomblo hi op to Haiti stowiwil, but will once 
soy size
wowle41. Skop lb. raft *ea coos to Doolloo Wilt wed boy 
the host




Friday, July 29, 1977
1:00 P.M.
Front Lawn - Murray Middle School
Silt and Main - Murray, Kentucky
Items to be auctioned are as follows:
Approximately 250 - Tablet Arm Chair
Desk - 14-18 inches high, 6 - Folding
cafeteria tables with attached seating,
4 - Standard lavatories, 1 - Large com-
mercial lavatory, 2 - Small folding
cafeteria tables, 23 - Variety of wood
doors, 1 - Large wooden storage
cabinet with drawers, 28 - In-
candescent ring light fixtures, '175 - 8
foot incandescent strip light fixtures,
10 - 5 foot incandescent drop light fix-
tures, 1 - Standard wooden classroom
table, 1 - School Bus - International
(1968) - 66 passenger, miscellaneous
items.
The Murray Board of Education reserves rights
to refeset any and or all bids.
43 Real Estate
CLOSE TO Shopping
Center. Reduced to sell,
house in excellent
condition, many large
shade trees, 3 bedrooms,
dining room, 2 car
garage. Waldrop Real





202 Smolt MA krise
Pb... 7$3-3243
REDUCED, FANTASTIC
BUY at new price,
$27,500. Three bedroom
brick and bath, with
dining room and at-
tached garage on
beautiful shaded lot.
With plum trees and 12 x
15 storage building, near




44. Lots For Sale
BUILDING LOTS,
average dimensions are
100' x 380'. Your choice
of five Si for $2,750
each. Located on the
East side of US-641, 5
mi. South of Murray.
--Call-STINSON REALTY
CO., phone 753-3744.
46. Homes For Sale
LEAVING SOON, last
chance to buy large
house. Adjoining
University, 201 N. 16th.
Call 753-9799,
NEARLY FINISHED
house in country on 3
acres. 61/2 miles S. E. of
Murray. Good potential,
must sell. Best offer
over, $6,500. Call 436-
2173.
TWO STORY house, 17
acres timber, 3 acres
pasture, fruit trees,
dogwoods. 3000 plus sq.




family, game and utility
rooms. 21/2 baths. Seven
miles on 121 South. Call
436-2118.
BY OWNER, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths,
garage, large laundry
room, wall to wall
carpeting, central heat
and air, near University
and Robertson School.
$39,500. Call 753-8417.
ONE ..YEAR OLD 3
bedroom home at 1803
Westwood Drive. 11/2
bath, all electric, built-
in stove, disposal, dish-
washer, large eat in
kitchen, plenty of
closets, pantry in kit-
chen, 2 utility rooms,
patio and carport.
Backyard fenced in.





formal living room, and
dining room, kitchen
with all new appliances.
Den with fireplace.
Double car garage. All
on large wooded lot.




bedrooms, 2 baths, 8
large closets. Extra
large kitchen, big lot on




'NEITHER RAIN NOR SLEET NO12
61.00M OF NIGHT SHALL STAY ME
FROM AA"? APPOINTED ROUNDS
EXCEPT SATURDAYS. "
46 Homes For Sale
4 BEDROOM brick, 2 full
baths, 7 miles south on
121, located on 1 acre of






NEW FOUR bedroom 2
story house. Close to
schools. Lots of extras.
Must see to appreciate.
Call 753-3903.
FRAME HOUSE, 4 rooms
downstairs and 2 up-
stairs. With large lot, 215
South llth Street or call
753-0833.
FOUR ROOMS plus bath
and sun room. House
nice inside and out. Four




bike, like new with




Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.
1975 HONDA MR 175.
Good condition. $425.
Call 489-2101.





painted by Jim Defew.
$1200.00. Call 354-8052.
9 Used Cars & Trucks
1957 CHEVY convertible.
Best offer. Can be seen
at Richwood Optical,
1104 Story Ave., 8-5.
1967 MUSTANG, ex-
cellent shape. Inside and
out. $1100. Call 753-0066
after 3, 753-2982.
1969 FORD pickup truck
Good motor and new
tires. Call 753-4578.
FOR SALE 1973 Cutlass
Supreme, power and air.
Call 753-0131 before 3:00
p. m. or after 9:00 p. m.




steering and brakes. AM
8 track stereo radio, new
white letter radial tires,
local car. See at 208
Irvan. Call 753-8533 or
435-4351 after 5 p.m.
AUCTION
SATURDAY -JULY 30- 10 AM
LOCATION From Cadiz, take Highway 68 West to Hamtown USA
Turn right on Highway 274, go 48 miles and watch for signs
LAM PftOPIRTY 41 ACRES-IDEAL LOCATION
•""';‘,.."11,
42. Act^ I




ay._ Raft., L 
.... y ay. •-•
Or•4. +4, S /CO d. • .,ado  
g.o.111 - /0.4 la, .5>3 "0 •
At./ • I".,
TERMS, 20% clown day of sale Balance upon delivery of deed within
30 days.
OWNERS Heirs of Mr and Mrs. Rabon Leneave
EXECUTOR TRIGG COUNTY FARMERS BANK
AUCTIONEER'S NOTE • Close proximity to Barkley Lake, minutes
from boat ramp. store, restaurant. church Has marketable timber.
spring water supply. BE THERE'
JOIN RANDOLPH MALTY t AUCTION CO. -
JOHN RANDOLPH - ROGERS MEREDITH
Broker-Auctioneer Salesman-App Auctioneer
502-7636561 502422439g
Announcementamadr utirtalrepreeecience over advertiama
matter. •
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1974 AUDI, automatic
transmission. air, AM-
FM tape deck, good
condition. Call 753-7699.
1975 CHEVY Vega, 2 door




1972 YAMAHA 80. electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double
oven gas range, $120.
Call 753-5206.
1974 DODGE Adventurer
with full power and air.




black with half black
vinyl top, red velvet
_ interior AM-FM tape,
tilt wheel, lots of extras.
$4600. Call 474-8807.
1973 FORD CUSTOM 500.
460 police interceptor,
automatic, double
power, and air with
90,000 miles. $750.00
Phone 1-354-6217 after 4
p. m
1971 VEGA WAGON,
automatic with air. 6395.
Can be seen at 1803
College Farm Rd.
1963 FOR`b 20' bed with
grain sides. Tandem
axle. Five speed tran-
smission, with 2 speed
axle. Good condition.
Call 382-2675, Bell City,
Ky.
1969 FORD TORiNu, Jai
clev., 4 speed, cragers
good condition. $600.
Call 489-2416.
1969 CHEVY 4 door. Call
753-7486.
1970 LE MANS Sport, AM-
FM radio, power
steering, bucket seats,
automatic in floor, air,
practically new tires
and tune up. Good
shape. $1050. Call 489-
2325.
1976 DODGE PICKUP
with air, power steering,
brakes and AM-FM
radio. 16,000 actual




control and tape deck.
Call 753-4445.
1974 LINCOLN Mark IV.
Good car, must sell.
$4750. Call 753-4445.
- 1976 VW RABBIT agate
brown. Excellent
condition. Call 753-9250.
1973 VW. Call 753-4449
after 5 p. m.
BUICKeEl-ECItAS, 1973
and 1975. Both good
cars. Must sell. Call 753-
4445.
1971 MERCURY Marq.
$150. Call 753-7861 9 to 5.
1972 FORD 't ton pickup.
Excellent Condition.'
Good tires. Completely
equipped $1700 or best
offer. Call 759-1054,
1971 TORINepT. Power








1968 FORD 14 ton. Call
753-0762.
1973 J-40041 JEEP truck.
Power steering, air
condition and custom
cab. Call after 5, 435-
4325.
1973 VW STATION
wagon, 1966 Ford pickup
truck with new paint,
1966 Mustang. Call 753-
8780.
1966 MUSTANG Fast-
back, new tires, front
end, shocks, nice in-
terior. Good mechanical
condition. $1000. Black









































SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlalce. Beth new and-
used. Bank financing_
available. Open 7 days
per week. Call 753-0605.
51 Services 011ered
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient service. NO Job




roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminurn house siding
& trim. Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or weekends.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and






coating and repairs. For
estimates call - 753-1537.
WILL HAUL LIME or


















steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July






or monthly. Call Ser-
vicemaster, 753-0259
today.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.




*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS Of COSMETICS
•HOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS,
Ideal Retirement Home
Ever think of being a gentleman farmer? Buy
this new listing and your dreams will come true.
Home and 40 acres with lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5 ponds in wooded setting.
Several outbuildings, fenced "area fop-horses,
pine forest with walking and riding trails mean-
dering to a beautiful 1 acre lake surrounded by
wooded hillsides. You'll not see another picture
this-pretty in this area. Phone us today.
®KOPPERUD
REALTYffi






systems, top soil, gravel
and lime stone, ditching







coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
DOZER WORK, all kinds.
Call Lyons Brothers,
Jimmie 759-1062 or L. W.
Dub) 474-2264.
PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or













437-4533 or after 8 p. m.
3544161 or 354-8138.
NEED TREES cut, or
light hailling. Call 753-
4707.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
. exterior. Also dry wall


















home or industrial. Call



















2 days a week. Call 753-
0'64
WILL BABYSIT in my
home for children 3






Steam clean one room at
-Scents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
54 Free Column
SIX FREE long haired
kittens. Call 436-5650.
TWO MONTH OLD male
puppy, will be a small
' dog. Call 753-9400.
FREE MOTHER cat and
kittens. Phone 753-6550.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Night
641 Auction Hoes*, Paris, Tenn.
This week another load from St. Louis. Cherry
Jackson press, Cherry gate leg table, oak
dressers, oak bed, hall tree, rockers, chest,
tables, chandeliers, glass, dishes, old clock, odds






MURRAY'S ONLY CERIIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
New Listing
Three bedroom, 2 bath brick home just 5 years
old with basement. Central heat and air. Den
with fireplace. Appliances included.
DONALD R TUCKER A FUll SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
SO? Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Protesvonol So4.tneop/e to servo. you
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6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Prince and the Pau-
per" Lords Sudbroke and Rush•
den discover ' that while the
young king claims to be a pau-
per, there is a pauper who thinks




7:30/6:30 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA "Work-
ers Lib" VVattenberg looks at
the nature of work in America.
8:00/7:00 MEETING Or -
, MINDS Preiident Ulysses S.
Grant clashes with Karl Marx as
they are joined by Marie Antoi-
nette and Sir Thomas More. (R.
Ott Sun
9:00/8:00 THE AGE OF UN-
CERTAINTY "Land and the
People" Host John Kenneth
Galbraith visits Mexico, Singa-
pore and India to investigate the
dynamics of poverty. (R. on
Sun.)
10:00/9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: POLDARK Jud has
been savagely beaten by VVarleg-























9:00/8:00 EVENING AT POPS
"Jean-Pierre Rampal" Virtuoso
Rampai joins Fiedler and the

















2:00/1:00 PBS MOVIE THEA-
TER: FRENCH C,LASSIC
FILMS "Jules and Jim" Two
friends fall in love with the same
woman in this romantic drama
that spans twenty years. (R.
from Sat.)
4:00/3:00 BLACK PERSPEC-
TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 BLACK JOURNAL




tioned) (R. from Fri.) .
6:00/5:00 IN SEARCH OF
THE REAL AMERICA "Work-
er's Lib" (R. from Thurs.)
6:30/5:30 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW (R. from
Fri.)
7:00/6:00 WALL STREET
WEEK (R. from Fri.)
7:30/6:30 SOMETHING PER-
SONAL "Rape" Two Views of
the aftermath of sexual attack.
8:00/7:00 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: FRENCH CLASSIC
FILMS "Beauty and the Beast"
The classic fairy tale of the
young girl who tlbes to a for-
bidding castle and falls in love
with the monster who dwells
there.
10:00/9:00 BLUEGRASS



















1:30/12:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "Prince and the Pau-
per" Edward has been jailed for
stealing and an attempt is made
to kill the young Prince.
2:00/1:00 THE AGE OF UN-
CERTAINTY (Fl. from Thurs.)
3:00/2:00 MEETING OF
MINDS (R. from Thurs.)
4:00/3:00 NOVA "Strange
Sleep" An exploration into the
shakey and extremely contro-
versial beginnings of anesthesi-
ology. • (R. from Wed.) (Ca-
tioned)
5:00/4:00 FALL OF EAGLES
"bressiletrearsar A diplomatic
Incident in the Balkans -Splits the
European dynasties into two
armed camps. (R. on Tues.)
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Jim visits
some allotment gardens in Hol-
land.





HER E'S HOW "Lesson Eight-
. Natural zoo photography is
studied.
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
Arthur Fiedler's guest is the




za gives birth to a son, Jeremy.
10:00/9:00 ONEDIN LINE
James develops an interest in set-


















6:30/5:30 UNIVERSE AND I
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 WORLD WAR I "0.
Day at Gallipoli': First Lord of
the Admiralty Winston Church-
ill conceived of and took the








HERE'S HOW "Lesson Nine"
Capturing action in a still photo
10:00/9:00 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN (R. from Sun.)
1030/9:30 CONSUMER SUR-













6:30/530 STUDIO SEE A look
at the Little Britches Rodeo in
Denver, and a girl talks about
her work training a dolphin.
7:00/6:09 THE MACNEIL/
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 FALL OF EAGLES




Richard Broeringrinr:v er. I).(..
The most complete book on nutrition to be pub-
lished in several years. It is a MUST book on
everyone's reading list.
This book offprs the safest and most professional










TENNYSON "The Orontes of
Haworth"
9:00/8:00 OPERA THEATER
"The World of Ivor Novello"
The great romantic of firitisb
musical theater during the war
years is saluted.
10:00/9:00 ABOUT US: A
DEEP SOUTH PORTRAIT This
show examines the Question of
whether or not the soutb can


















"America the Neutral" Strug-
gling to stay out of the Euro-
pean conflict, America disco-
vered that Mexico's General
Huerta was plotting with the
Germans.
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Human
Animal" An examination into
the subject of human nature as
seen by researchers in many
fields.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORM-
ANCES: THEATER IN AMER-
ICA New York City's Circle
Rigiertory Company performs
Larrford Wilson', Obie Award
winning drama "The Mound
Builders."
10:30/9:30 SHADOWS ON
THE GRASS The Sheldon Trio
performs chamber music in dif-
ferent settings in western Nebras-
ka with such selections as Aaron
Copland's Hoedown and William




In Greek mythology, -Rhada-
manthus was a son of Zeus who
after his death was made a
judge in the lower world as a
reward for his justice on earth.
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Fraacea Drake — 
FOR THURSDAY, Jt_ LI 28 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIM
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 19.0rA
Clear thinking, followed by
effective action, can help you
rack up a good score now. Keep
eyes on your most ambitious
goals, and head straight toward
them.
TAURUS
(Apr, 21 to May 21) NG/.
A day in which the Taurean
should shine! Capitalize on your
top-flight ideas and ingenuity.
Set your mind on thorough
accomplishment: Obstacles
will tumble, success jell.
GEMINI
(May 72 to June 21) 13419*-
Mild planetary influences will
make this a more or less
average day. But YOU can
improve it considerably with a
little extra effort and verve.
Keep trying.
CANCER
( June 72 to July 23) ee.)
A relatively remote matter
may 'affect you. Some people
will delight you, others irk.
HERE is where the Cancerian's
innate, objectivity and good
judgment will prove helpful.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .1244a
You may not be able to get to
the heart of matters readily or
recognize details which could
change a _situation.. But-.
deliberate carefully; then you
can act.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23) riP'tii
A lack of plan or proper
schedule could mean lack of
controlling interest. This day
calls for meticulous care and
accuracy. DON'T depend on
luck. -
LIBRA
)Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
You may hear some idle talk.
Be analytical and sift through
all the wordage until you ring
the bell of fact. Then, and only
'ben, take any needed action.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Discretion should be day's
watchword. Keep disposition
even in order to cope with the
ruffled ones you meet — and
there may be several.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Going it alone will not be the
answer now. There are definite
areas where you will have to
associate with, plan with others.
Teamwork!
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) va
Some plans may have to be
changed whether you like it or
not. Be composed, however, for
you may well profit by the
change. 'Keep your sense of
humor sharp.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2110 Feb. 19) =A
A time for some in-
trospection. Through reflection,
you will get a clearer view of the




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
C.
Don't let emotions dictate
your actions — a tendency now.
In all situations, face facts and




YOU BORN TODAY are, like
most Leoites, natural leaders,
sometimes militant in your
methods, and always dramatic.
You . usually act smartly and
with precision, but can an-
tagonite -associates -through
sarcasm and arrogance. Try to
curb these traits and be more
patient with those less gifted
than yourself, Exceptionally
versatile, you could excel in the
theater, as a writer or as an
artist in almost any medium;
could also become a brilliant
business executive or organizer
but, here, again, must master
the attitude that you are a law
unto yourself, brooking no in-
terference from others.
Adaptability is one of the traits






A lump sum death payment
of $255.00 may be payable
upon the death of a worker and
sufficient earnings covered by
the Social Security program.
The question then arises as to
who can receive the lump sum
benefit. A certain priority
exists as to who is eligible to
receive the payment.
Assuming that the deceased
had sufficient work covered
by Social Security, the lump
sum death benefit will be paid
to the surviving spouse
without regard to payment of
the funeral expenses;
however, the couple must
have been living in the same
household at the time of the
death. An application must be
filed no later than the second
anniversary of the worker's
death. In certain • cases,
payment is automatic to the
surviving spouse.
If there is no living spouse,
the lump sum may be paid to
the person or persons who
paid the funeral expenses. The
benefit may be paid to the
funeral home to the extent of
the unpaid burial expenses.
An application is necessary
from the person assuming
responsiblity for payment of
all or part of expenses in-
curred.
When the funeral expenses
have been paid, the lump sum
may be payable to the person
equitably entitled to the extent
he or they paid on the burial.
An equitably entitled person,
for example, includes
relatives, friends or the estate
of the deceased that paid on
the funeral expenses. If, after
90 days, no one assumes
responsibility for payment of
the burial expenses, the





By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Q: Mr. D.C. writes to ask
whether a diet, principally
of vegetables, can prevent
cancer of the lower bowel.
A: While the cause of
cancer is unknown, cir-
cumstantial evidence indi-
cates that diet can lessen
the incidence of cancer of
the lower bowel (colon and
rectum), the most com-
mon type of internal malig-
nancy. However, diet can-
not prevent such cancers
from occurring.
When world-wide studies
of diseases an epockiltrier, -
occurrence %radii tntet-
tain areas. Cancer of the
large bowel is less com-
mon in Africa and Asia
where the diets are more
primitive and contain
more fiber or bulk. This
form of malignancy is
most common in the more
modernized, industrial
nations, such as Great
Britain and the United
States. In addition, in na-
tions which have taken on
more recently the Western
life-style, as Japan and
Italy, deaths have in-
creased from cancer of the
colon and rectum.
. The bulk in intestinal
content encourages the re-
tention of more moisture in
the stool and increases its
volume and softness. Such
composition makes the
stool less irritating and,
encourages one or several
bowel movements a day.
Any chemicals which may




through the bowel, reduc-
ing the exposure of the
bowel lining to any irri-
tants that may contribute
to cancerous changes.
• Fats have been impli-
cated as contributing to the
increase In large bowel
malignancy and can be
reduced by a low fat diet.
While beef and pork are
highest in fat, fish is low-
est, and poulty is in
between. When any of
these are eaten as a part of
a balanced diet, their resi-
due may be less concen-
trated and moved through
the intestinal tract more
promptly when combined
with leafy vegetables,
fruit, and wheat bran.
. .In spite of any benefits
from diet, cancer of the
bowel may occur, and re-
quires periodic checkups,,
especially in persons over
40 years of age — particu-
larly in those in whose
family there is a history of
cancer of the .large bowl.
Changes in bowel habits —
recurrent diarrhea or con-
stipation, especially with
passage of mucus or blood
— require prompt diagnosis
and appropriate treat-
ment. U found early, the
rate of cure of colon or
rectal cancer is high with







by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All reader
classifieds must • be







\ t ONE 10-0Z. JAR OF NESFE® INSTANT
COFFEE MAKES 150 GREAT CUPS OF COFFEE.
THAT'S AS MANY CUPS AS 2j/2 -LBS. OF GROUND ROAST*
AND NESCAFE CO5T5 SIGNIFICANTLY LESS!
2. Now save even more!
150 CUPS
GROUND ROAST GROUND ROAST GROUT"
COFFEE .COFFEE (Of FE











Present this coupon to your grocer.
TO THE DEALER It, rOPPO, meb. o'NYFYOO
kOlowy I itnotent spe,Ited ott, Sr tot tqloOto‘it PtoottloO
coupon Is tote-toed trotll ustnoost no potoP•se of lostoO tom
04oONSO Ptoot of Dot, Paso of iuttrtrol WOO Of Moot lkonOtso
10 no,., COupoos submttled most be shop* 0, °soot's! 11 mlute
to OtmoAs rosy rof<1 ouPo1, ,011Y.110d ''''OeY'N'oo
Peelemptsoo, not 1p-tooted Itpoute Ssonasips or °Mom outstfle
..rd „, COopOoS noollanaterstRe us0 wool .1 use ,s proWed ,eilocled I.rsoss coos.,
psy Sates tat C000 oeclempoon ysIse I ' 1 an4
/OR REDEMPTION. PRESENT TO OUR SALESMAN
OP MAK TO THE NESTLE COMPANY. INC . PO
DOA IWO. ELM CITY, NC 2/89e OFFER 0000
ONLY IN u S A
LIMIT ONLY ONE COUPON MAY BE REDEEMED
PIP UNIT Of PRODUCT PURCHASED 0000 ONLY
014 MESCAft • INSTANT COFFEE ANY OTHER USE
CONSTITUTES 'RAW.
EXPIRES JANUARY 31, 1976.
0194
Nis--CAFE.World's largest-selling brand of instant coffees.
Phone 502-753-2613
INIewing tecoos-w-ttt.rldieRa (4,10( le0E4PFIC4..br 0 Pclect APO'. • •
•
